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QUEEN TALK WITH WAYNE STAFFORD
MISS SOUTH AFRICA 2007 – TANSEY COETZEE

Welcome to the first edition of Queen Talk with

Wayne Stafford. This is going to be an extremely

exciting journey to embark on, as we will be

speaking all thing’s pageantry as well as In the world

of modelling, hence answering all those unasked

questions that can inform, educate & shine light on

your pathway to success. With 26 years under his belt

in the Beauty Pageant Industry, Modelling & Show

Producing, Wayne has a wealth of experiences,

lesson learnt over the years and acquired some

valuable tools, tips and secrets along his journey and

therefore decided to meet with well accomplished

Beauty Queens who have walked the walk, talked

the talk and today are very successful both

personally and professionally. So without any further

a due….

It gives us great pleasure and honour to introduce

you to former Miss South Africa, model, mother and a

successful businesswoman, the beautiful Tansey

Coetzee.

WS: Welcome Tansey, you are looking fantastic, like

you are ready to take the stage again. Thank you for

joining me. So let me start from the beginning, what

were you doing before you decided to embark on

the Miss South Africa Journey?

TC: Well Wayne, I was a full-time model before I

started my Miss South Africa journey and what most

people don’t know is that I was part of one of South

Africa’s first all-girl groups. We have an album, and

we were called “Rush”.

WS: Oh, wow really, so can you sing?

TC: (Laughs) They thought I could.

WS: Was it your dream to always become Miss South

Africa?

TC: Yes. My first pageant that I entered was Miss

Tinkerbell Sandton when I was about 8 – 9 years old

and that was the stepping stone to the rest. I then

went on to enter Miss City Press and other local

pageants. All of these pageants prepared me and

gave me the necessary experience to enter Miss

South Africa.

WS: I don’t know if many of the readers know this, but

you entered Miss South Africa how many times?

TC: 3 times Wayne and therefore third time lucky. I

have you to thank for that, you helped prepare and

mentor me the third time which was important for me

to Win the title.

You need that guidance with 

everything in life and a great team 

behind you to prepare for the journey 

ahead.

WS: I think there are many ladies and gents out there

who feel very disappointed and almost crushed

when they don’t win a competition/pageant. You

have spoken about entering a series of competitions

and 3 times for Miss SA. It just goes to show that

practice makes perfect. It takes preparation.

TC: Absolutely, its all about the journey to get there.

Yes, there will be disappoints, but you are learning

every time you do a pageant, building up

experience and improving in the areas that require

work, therefore, you need to be prepared, learn

about yourself and come back from your mistakes.



QUEEN TALK WITH WAYNE STAFFORD
MISS SOUTH AFRICA 2007 – TANSEY COETZEE

WS: Going back to that moment, being crowned Miss

South Africa in 2007, is there a specific moment you

will never forget?

TC: The whole moment was quite memorable, but I

think the one that stands out for me is the

announcement of the top 5, standing there and they

called out 2nd Princess (it wasn’t my name, and I

prayed please, please, please) and then 1st Princess

(the again didn’t call my name and at this point my

heart was beating out of my chest) then it actually

happened, THEY CALLED MY NAME! I actually held

back a bit and then I was like wait a minute, that is

my name, that's me! That was the best moment for

me.

WS: So, I have to share this with everybody. I was a

Miss SA scout at the time and as Tansey’s Mentor &

couch, I was fortunate to attend the Miss South Africa

live show that year. This very moment you just

mentioned, I had everyone at my table standing

holding hands and remember my heart was beating

so fast (laughs). But, when they said TANSEY COETZEE,

I screamed so loudly as if it was me being

announced and crowned as Miss South Africa 2007.

TC: Absolutely, and the tears just came gushing out.

WS: There is a lot of things that can go wrong

backstage at the Finale Crowning. What do you

recall going wrong that day?

TC: There was a point were one of the make-up

artists backstage insisted that I need to be powdered

down. I told her that it wasn’t necessary because I

know that my face holds make-up very well but she

insisted. She used a brush that she had previously

used on a darker toned finalist and this left a dark

mark right down my forehead. Being completely

oblivious to this, I appeared on staged through the

opening finalists introduction as well as swimwear, all

with this dark mark down my face.

The crew finally radioed the people backstage

“please check, there is this dark mark on Tansey’s

face” and I recall feeling devastated, but

simultaneously annoyed, because I said I didn’t need

a touch up, but I resolved this issue quickly myself

backstage.

WS: Being Miss South Africa, it is a year that you

dedicate to your country, support charity

organisations that are close to your heart, but you

also get the opportunity to travel abroad and

represent South Africa at Miss Universe and Miss

World. What was your experience like being abroad?

TC: This was an entirely new experience for me

because it was my very first trip overseas, in a foreign

place, by myself traveling to Miss Universe 2008 in

Vietnam. It was rather daunting for me in the

beginning, but this turned into much excitement and

fun. I loved every second of it & a memory I will

treasure forever.

WS: Fast forward to Miss World, originally to be hosted

in the Ukraine and later change this to South Africa as

the Official Host to Miss World 2008.

TC: Yes, so what transpired was that the Ukraine was

supposed to host Miss World that year, but there was

a war at the time and they didn’t want all 112

delegates from around the Globe to be subjected to

this outbreak.

They cancelled Ukraine, ran a rebid, in which South

Africa won the bid. We therefore had the

opportunity to host Miss World to delegates from all

over the world. This was especially exciting at the

time, because South Africa was preparing for the

2010 FIFA World Cup, so there was such a wonderful

flow of positive energy and unity in the Air.

WS: You did phenomenally well, top 5 in Miss World

2008. So to think about it, you honestly had a

successful and a memorable year of reign. What

advice would you give a young man/woman who is

or is interested in entering a pageant?

TC: It sounds clichéd, but honestly, just be the best

version of yourself. It is as simple as that! Don’t try to

be anyone else but you and make sure you go into it

prepared.

WS: I was just going to highlight that mentorship

programs in the Beauty Pageant Industry have

become very popular in last few years. Would you

advice others to get a mentor?

TC: Absolutely, you know, during my time I went for

training with Mattie Reed, who specialised in social

etiquette, deportment and grooming classes. When

you go for the pageant Interview, it is like going for a

job interview, so you can’t arrive in gym wear, you

need to dress the part. In saying so, I fully support

mentorship programmes as they become

fundamental to get the expert advice & guidance in

all key areas in preparation for a National Pageant.

WS: I remember when I was mentoring you, we had

to work through quite a few sessions to make sure

you were fully prepared. Research is key, you need

to research the pageant, see who the previous

winners were, what have they done and then see

what makes you different from the rest of them. When

you said, “be the best version of yourself”, I have

always said to myself and others, Don’t be a carbon

copy of anybody else. It is all about what you can

bring to the table. Getting back to wardrobe, does

that play a role to the build-up of any pageant and

pageant week leading up to the crowning event?

TC: It is very important Wayne as I believe that this

can actually make or break you. That is exactly why

mentor’s are available, to help guide you. I must

add that it is also very important to dress according

to your body type. Don’t let the dress wear you, you

need to wear the dress. Wear colours that suit your

skin tone. Styling is vital to complete the final look, so

expert advice from fashion designers, mentors or

even those stylish, fashionable friends in your circle

can all guide you in the right direction.

WS: And if you don’t have designers?

TC: Sponsorships & trade exchanges with designers

are available, but this will also depend on what level

of Pageant you are aiming for to get

support/sponsorship buy-in. alternatively, there are

people out there who are willing to lend a hand &

support you.

WS: Fashion & trends evolve from season to season,

so do you agree with me in saying that the current or

new season fashion trends will not necessarily suit

you.

TC: I am sure there is always a way of tweaking and

wearing the outfit differently that will help you stay on

top of the trends. Wear what makes you happy and

compliments you as a whole.

WS: On a lighter note, what has been your most

embarrassing moment?

TC: (laughs) Let me think… Oh my word, I recall

during the build up to Miss Universe in Vietnam,

where we were doing a show for one of their

sponsor’s, I was walking down the catwalk wearing

this beautiful gown and as I raised my hand to wave

to the audience, the top part of my outfit moved

and flashed “the girls” for all to see! (LOL). I was very

composed and simply kept walking, doing a

shoulder move or two to get them back in.

Oh my Word!!

WS: That’s where the saying comes in “just smile and

wave” (Laughs) So, it is the month of love and the

month, also known as reproductive health month.

Elaborate a little bit on this for me as it really touches

you in a personal way. Would you like to share?

TC: Yes, it is reproductive health month and speaking

of this topic, it took me a while to get the courage to

share my story because it is such a taboo subject,

and a lot of women feel very embarrassed and

ashamed to talk about it. I think my daughter gave

me the courage to speak out and share my story. I

have endometriosis which they have labelled the

disease from hell.

So, I have been living & dealing with this disease for

most of my life and have confidently decided to use

my voice as a Former Miss South Africa and a mother

to encourage and show positive support of so many

women who are dealing with this illness. We are

helping to bring awareness and a message of hope

so that people can be more educated & informed

about the subject.

WS: You are the perfect example that miracles do

happen, right?

TC: Oh Yes Wayne!! My daughter is my miracle. She

is proof that miracles do happen. She is now almost 3

years old. We had to do IVF to have her and that is

exactly why I decided to share my story. There are so

many women out there who feel like they will never

be a mommy, but they need to know that there is

hope. There are many other ways to become a

mom. You just need to keep the faith, believe, pray

and it will happen when least expected!

WS: How would you describe yourself in 5 words?

TC: I would say, humble, driven, 

passionate, approachable and the 

last one I only acquired as a Mother, 

and that is maternal.

WS: I would like to add to the list that you are “fun”

(laughs) to be around and that you are beautiful

inside and out. To sum up everything we have

spoken about, what would say is the best advice you

have ever received?

TC: There have been so many but if I have to choose

one, I definitely would say “The greatest losses of all

are those from missed opportunities”.

WS: I would like to end off the interview with

something you shared with me recently. It goes

“Remember, popcorn is prepared in the same pot, in

the same heat and the same oil, but they do not pop

at the same time. So, stop comparing yourself to

others, your time to pop is coming”.

Thank you Tansey for sharing your experiences &

words of wisdom. I will be back next month with yet

another Celebrity, so don’t miss Queen Talk with

Wayne Stafford here in PPMC Magazine.

See below the YOUTUBE LINK for the LIVE Interview

with Tansey Coetzee.

https://youtu.be/XfV314M6o3w





Fitness Interview - Wybrand du Toit
Up and at it - what is your morning routine?

Well my morning routine starts at 4am where I wake

up and drink a strong cup of black coffee to start my

metabolism. There after I would hit the gym and do

40min cardio with abs.

What might you eat in a typical working day for:

I eat 5 to 6 meals every day of my life.

• Breakfast? My breakfast would consist of 170g oats

measured raw and then 6whole eggs and 4 egg

whites.

• Lunch? Lunch would be 200g Lean Beef Mince

with 200 White basmati rice and 40g Avocado.

• Evening meal? Dinner would be 200g Chicken fillet

and 150g White basmati rice.

Is nutrition important to you?

Yes nutrition is def the most important to me before

training or any supplements your nutrition needs to

be spot on first.

Are you a calorie counter?

I'm not counting my calories normally. I will increase

my food when I feel I need to bulk more or decrease

when I need to cut weight. I know my body by now

so I know how much and what it needs.

Best meal ever?

My best meal would be Mince and Rice with

Avocado.

Do you have a guilty pleasure?

That would def be sushi and Hooters boneless wings.

Have you ever been on a diet? If so, how did it go?

I'm always on diet. I diet every day to keep my

conditioning on check and that works for me

perfectly.

Do you have a daily exercise regime?

I definitely have I do cardio in the morning and

Weight training in the afternoon.

On a scale of one to 10, how fit do you think you are;

how fit would you like to be?

I would say 7 you can always improve you are never

perfect.

Best tip for everyday fitness?

Stay consistent. Don't give up. The guys who push

through are the ones getting results. It's not a easy

road but if you are hungry enough nothing will stop

you.

Do you have a memory from school sport / PE days

you would rather forget?

No I don't.

Best health advice you were ever given and would

pass on to others?

Your health comes first before exercise. Never put

your health in jeopardy for training. Always take your

daily vitamins and do your blood tests frequently.

Who would you try to emulate in terms of fitness /

attitude to life?

My old coach and good friend Maruis Dohne.

What keeps you awake and do you think you get

enough sleep?

I'm a over thinker and that normally keeps me awake

and what the future holds. I def need more sleep. 8

would be perfect and I'm getting about 7.

Would you say you have a healthy attitude towards

your own mortality?

Yes, I would defenatly say so.

What were the major milestones that gave you that

"extra" motivation boost?

Obtaining your goal makes it easier to set up higher

goals and chase them with everything you have.

What keeps you motivated?

Knowing that my biggest opposition is myself to be

better each day than the previous day and also the

support of my family.

What are your future goals, dreams and plans?

For now I'm just focusing on getting a good symmetry

on my body to be in good proportion. I am going to

push hard to do a show by the end of 2021.

What are some of the most common mistakes made

when someone is trying to build muscle and/or get

ripped?

Under eating or eating to much. In order for your

body to grow you need to tear down muscle in the

gym and rebuild those muscles and make them

bigger by eating quality proteins.

I'm talking about 5 to 6 solid meals. When cutting

cardio plays a very big role and also decreasing your

carbs when losing fat. This is done over time. I

normally check my progress every 2 weeks then I will

decrease my carbs again and monitor for 2 weeks.

Do you have any tips for someone who is looking to

compete in your sport?

Consistency is key. You will never
achieve your body over night. It takes
hard work and patients. Never give
up and always be the guy in the room
that trains the hardest.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

I can be found on Facebook under Wybrand du Toit

and also Instagram.





Fitness Interview - Ricardo Spies

My name is Ricardo Spies. I am 21 years old and

living in Potchefstoom. I’m a

photographer/videographer on the side with my

main passion being fitness. I’ve been in the fitness

industry since I started 5 years ago, with big plans for

the future.

One of my goals for 2021, is to assist other individuals

finding personal success by following an overall

healthier lifestyle. I believe in personal improvement

on a daily basis and drive myself constantly. I read

self-help books and meditate on a daily basis.

My biggest goal is owning my own successful men’s

lifestyle clothing brand and I have already started

with the process of making it happen. The brand will

be launching in the near future.

Up and at it - what is your morning routine?

My perfect morning goes like this, I get up at 4am,

take a cold 5 minute shower and then some coffee.

Around 4:15am I write down 3 things I’m grateful for,

for that day.

At 4:20 I’ll begin to meditate for about 10-15 minutes.

After meditating I’ll read a self-improvement book for

about half a hour. When the sun is up and bright I’ll

go for my morning walk, come back shower and I’m

ready to start my day.

What might you eat in a typical working day for ...

Breakfast? Usually I eat my breakfast around 12:00. I

fast until then drinking only coffee and water. My first

meal of the day is then 4-5 baked eggs on 2 slices of

low calorie bread without butter or margarine.

Lunch? At 13:30 I’ll eat exactly the same as my

breakfast as I love eggs with toast. At 14:15 I’ll hit the

gym and afterwards at around 15:30 I’ll eat some

Rice Krispies with protein powder and water.

Evening meal? In the evenings around 20:00 I’ll eat

400g of chicken breasts, 60-80g brown rice and as

much vegetables as I want.

Is nutrition important to you?

Yes, nutrition is very important to me as I would like a

long and healthy life.

Are you a calorie counter?

Yes, I count my calories everyday. I eat around 2100

calories a day at the moment.

Best meal ever?

Best meal ever is a little bit of a cheat, but I do

calculate it in my calories for the day and that is a

nice big piece of rump steak with “braaibroodjies”

and potato bake.

Do you have a guilty pleasure?

I’ll die for any sour sweet!

Have you ever been on a diet? If so, how did it go?

I don’t believe in diets, it’s a lifestyle choice. I’ve

been “dieting” for about 5 years now and no plans

of stopping. People get on diets, lose weight and just

gain everything back when they stop.

Do you have a daily exercise regime?

I follow a push, pull, legs program.

• Mon: Chest, triceps and shoulders

• Tue: Back and biceps

• Wed: Legs

• Thurs: Chest, triceps and shoulders

• Fri: Back and biceps

• Sat: Legs

• Sun: Rest or some form of cardio

On a scale of one to 10, how fit do you think you are;

how fit would you like to be?

Gym fit I’ll probably say around 8/10, but if you’re

talking about running fit probably like a 4/10. I would

like to bring that 4/10 up to at least a 7/10 or higher.

Best tip for everyday fitness?

Be consistent in what you do everyday and strive to

improve on a weekly basis. Go harder/faster/heavier

than last time and you’ll get amazing results.

Do you have a memory from school sport / PE days

you would rather forget?

Definitely, I was a fat kid in school and remember the

days where we had to run around the track and I

was always one of the last kids to cross the finish line.

Best health advice you were ever given and would

pass on to others?

Start today. Don’t say you’ll start next year or next

week or even tomorrow. You start right now,

consistency is key to success.

Who would you try to emulate in terms of fitness /

attitude to life?

Mo Samuels for sure in terms of the attitude he has

towards life and the fact that he strives for daily

improvements and living life to the fullest.

What keeps you awake and do you think you get

enough sleep?

I definitely don’t get enough sleep… I try to go to

bed at around 21:00-22:00, but even then I have

trouble falling and staying asleep. It’s my mind, it

goes off like fireworks all the time. I want to sleep but

my mind just keeps on coming up with new ideas

and solving problems, it doesn’t go away.

Would you say you have a healthy attitude towards

your own mortality?

Yes, I believe so. I’m a person who believes in no

judgement towards others and that you only have

one life, so why waste it on something you don’t like

to do and live everyday as it is your last. I also believe

in don’t do to others that you don’t want to be done

to you.

What were the major milestones that gave you that

"extra" motivation boost?

Being bullied for being fat and not feeling confident

talking to girls, that was the initial motivation at the

beginning of my journey. Now I do it for myself, I just

want to be the best person I could possibly be.

What keeps you motivated?

Knowing I’m not where I want to be and nothing will

stop me from getting there.

What are your future goals, dreams and plans?

One of my biggest goals is to be an inspiration to

others, for them to see there is a silver lining at the

end. I want people to see that they can change

and that I’m here for them.

I’m in the process of starting my own men’s lifestyle

clothing brand, I want to have my own successful

business.

My biggest dream is to travel the world with a

beautiful girlfriend by my side and documenting

every moment of it through YouTube and Instagram.

What are some of the most common mistakes made

when someone is trying to build muscle and/or get

ripped?

Not knowing how much to eat and what. Most

people cut out all the carbs and do tons of cardio,

and I’m here to tell you there is a much better and

easier way. I see tons of people going to the gym

months after months and never changing due to the

fact of not eating right. Lifting weights is the easy

part.

Do you have any tips for someone who is looking to

compete in your sport?

Discipline. Bodybuilding is probably the sport where

you need the most discipline, one doughnut at the

wrong time and you could come in at 2nd and not

1st. You have to put your body though hell in order to

get there. It is not for everybody. Discipline and

consistency.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

Instagram: @ricardo__spies 
& @ricardo_spies_photography

Tiktok: @ricardo_spies
YouTube: Life by Ricardo Spies

Photo credit: @ricardo_spies_photography



Photographer Carla Sharp 
I am a hobbyist photographer with a huge passion

for the amazing world of photography. Therefore I

tend to drive my husband nuts with always wanting

to "get out there" to photograph whatever the world

has to offer.

My ultimate soul revival is to get behind my camera.

Whether it is by photographing people or by putting

my walking boots on and strolling off into nature. I'll

get down, dirty, crawl or climb for my images. The

places I've been to and the people I've met on my

journey with my camera, makes photography the

most exhilarating experience ever!

MOTTO - My life is shaped by the urgent need to

wander and observe. And my camera is my

passport.

COMPANY PROFILE - Photo de L’ame

I try to explore all the amazing genres of

photography. From portraits and sport to

landscapes, wildlife and insects.

People (matric farewells, couples,
families, weddings, special events &
birthdays etc.) open a totally different
universe of diversity and new
dimensions. Therefore making each
shoot such an unique, gratifying
experience.

I could have chosen a cheaper hobby/passion but

certainly not one as satisfying as photography.

SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS

Carla Sharp

O83 453 1939 / carla.sharp.cs@gmail.com

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/Photo-de-Lâme-

222317315196688/

Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/photo_de_lame



Photographer Lood Goosen
I am a father of 2 and married to an incredible

woman! Photography has always been a part of

my life. My mom bought me my first film camera in

1986. Many years have passed since then and I

completed my studies and qualified as an

Electronic Originator in 1998.

I finished my BA Degree in 2001 and have always

maintained a passion for Photography and

Videography. In 2006 I produced a number of

videos while living in the United Kingdom and upon

my return to South Africa continued to do

productions at a television station in the North West

Province of South Africa.

In 2008 I returned to Pretoria where I worked for a

Multimedia company as a Video content creator,

production manager, editor, graphic designer and

photographer.

We have worked on a multitude of projects for

some of South Africa’s leading companies

including Ford, Sasol, Absa, First National bank,

Denel, City of Tshwane, Telkom, RTMC, DFA,

Telecom Liquid, SAA and more.

We have travelled to a number of designated

countries for different assignments. One of the

projects I am most proud of was the production of

the 2010 VIVA World Cup Host city video for the

city of Tshwane.

Shortly after I decided to spend my time in my own

business with the primary focus on Event

Photography, Corporate Photography,

Commercial Photography, Family Photos,

Wedding Photography and my great passion –

Training and photography workshops!

We have been through a challenging time during

COVID-19 2020 and with the new restrictions that

were put into place early January 2021, but we

are confident that this year will be a fantastic

journey to creating amazing content for our

clients, self discovery, personal growth and family!

Models names: Leanne Knuist and Pieter Boshoff

Photo Credit: ©Lood Goosen Photography 

https://loodgoosen.com | www.lwgphoto.co.za 

https://www.facebook.com/lodewykw.goosenpho

tography | 0844040343 | info@lwgphoto.co.za

Miss Egoli 2021 Pageant
Miss Egoli is a pageant that focuses on entrepreneurship.

The aim is to inspire the entrepreneurial spirit within our

contestants and help guide them into starting their own

businesses or side hustles.

Miss Egoli isn't about size or height, the aim is to give every

girl a chance to be part of our program.

Miss Egoli will be hosting their first auditions on the 27th of

March 2021. The pageant is open to girls living in Gauteng

that are between the ages of 14 to 29 years old. The

crowning of Miss Egoli will happen on the 11th of December

2021

The girls stand a chance to walk away with cash prizes,

Lauriam Magazine cover girl, Sashes, Crowns, Spa Vouchers

and so much more.

The founder of Miss Egoli, Mosa Malebo is all about girl

empowerment. She believes that if we invest in the girl-child

by teaching and encouraging them to be entrepreneurs

then we are halfway to breaking the chains of poverty,

youth unemployment and domestic violence.

For more information about Miss Egoli:
Website: www.missegoli.weebly.com 

WhatsApp and Call Number: 0660 300 747 
Email: info.missegoli@gmail.com P
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Mia Naudé - Studio 8 Photography

Originally from Cape Town, I now live on the

beautiful North Coast of KZN and I am a registered

Architectural Technologist. I have always had a

love for photography, but never pursued it after

finishing school. After many years of studying I

obtained my Degree in Architectural Technology

and stated working in the industry.

It is your typical 9-5 job, sitting behind a computer,

with the occasional visit to site or meeting with a

client. I love what I do and I absolutely love

designing and creating spaces for people to live in,

but despite that I always felt that something was

missing.

After not picking up any form of a camera (other

than a mobile phone for the occasional selfie or

beautiful view) for more than 10 years, a group of

friends asked if I would mind taking pictures for

them; they entered into a local 7's rugby

tournament and just wanted some pictures to

remember the day by.

At this point I had been thinking to get into

photography, so of course I said yes. There I went

with a little bridge camera, standing next to the

field in the blistering sun for a whole day, and I was

in my absolute element!! From there I looked for

and took any and every opportunity to take

pictures, whether it was on my phone or a

borrowed bridge camera, it didn't matter, as long

as I could take photos.

In July 2019, I got my first DSLR and that is where my

journey in photography started. I started out by

doing shoots for friends; this gave me the

opportunity to get to know my camera, learn how

to work with the settings and how to work with light,

learn how to pose people and also just to gain

some experience.

From the start my plan was to just do simple shoots;

portrait, couples and family sessions; on location

shoots, where I can easily work with natural light

and I can manage with only the basics. Over

weekends I would support my boyfriend and our

local club rugby team and I would take pictures for

them, something completely different from couples

and families, but none the less, it was an

opportunity to take pictures.

Not even a year down the line and COVID-19

happened. I must admit, I am beyond blessed and

grateful for the opportunities that came along once

our lockdown restrictions started lifting. Somehow,

despite all the negatives, 2020 was a year where my

photography dreams took off.

I came across a well known photographer's videos

on YouTube, Jordan Matter - I was absolutely

amazed at his energy and passion and his work; I

felt that I just needed to do that, I needed to do

what he does. I have fallen in love with

photographing dancers (not that I get the

opportunity that often), I have fallen in love with

working in studio and I have absolutely fallen in love

with meeting new people and getting to work with

them. 2020 allowed me to grow and develop my

style and my work and I am beyond grateful for

that.

As for 2021, who knows what this year will bring. I

can only hope that it is another great chapter in my

journey. For now, I work for a local Architect full time

and only do photography over weekends and in

my free time, I do hope that 2021 allows me to grow

in both fields as they are both things I have always

been passionate about.

My first step for this year is to write my Professional

Practice Exam and finally get my Professional

Architect registration number. I also hope to have

more opportunities to expand and build my

photography business; I have a few small projects I

am planning and working on and I hope that during

the course of this year they will finally come to life.

I am lucky enough to be surrounded by some

amazing people who have supported and believed

in me since day one, and for that I am eternally

grateful. I cannot wait to see what this year has in

store for me.



Photographer Leon Wolmarans
I’m a 39 year old professional photographer with more

than 20 years’ experience which includes wedding

photography, studio photoshoots, matric farewell, birthday

shoot, maternity shoots and couple shoots.

My aim in photography is to have all my clients satisfied

and have lots of fun while shooting. I’m a very people’s

person and all the clients feel very comfortable around

me.

My Dad started the company, Leon’s Studio, and I

become involved with the company on a yearly stage.

After my Dad’s passing, I carried on with his dream and it

was also a passion for myself.

As a photographer, you always try to look for different

things in order to stand out from the rest. I love trying new

things and always up for a challenge

Social media links:

Social Media

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Leons-Studio-

105945477672838/

Instagram: 

https://www.instagram.com/leon.wolmarans.9083/

Link In: https://www.linkedin.com/in/leon-wolmarans-

b55ab9128/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/leonwolmarans

Photographer Marissa Enslin
I am a passionate photographer. I did a

photography course through New York

Institute of Photography. I've been taking

photos since 1994.

My dream is to have my own
studio one day. I also like
nature photography. God
gave me the talent to see the
beauty in everything.
Photography is the beauty of
life captured.

I have learned to see and appreciate the

beautiful in everything.

Company profile - My business is Marissa

Photography. marissaenslin@gmail.com.

I'm still new in this business but I'm willing to

learn.



Shadows school of modelling & deportment 

SHADOWS SCHOOL OF MODELLING & DEPORTMENT

PRIDES ITSELF AND LIVES BY OUR ETHOS “EACH

INDIVIDUAL IS UNIQUE AND BEAUTIFUL”.

Shadows was founded by me in 1991 when I was

Residing in Richards Bay. I Graduated and got my

Teachers Diploma through Finesse Modeling School.

When I was living in Pinetown and whilst I was still at

School, I Modelled for Elizabeth Robertson. I also

Modelled with Carla Hobbs.

I closed Shadows down in Richards Bay as I moved

back to my Hometown (Pinetown) in 2008 with my

Daughter. I was frequently asked to re-open my

School, but I believe in the right timing. And I just

wasn’t ready to open up.

In 2018, I was given this opportunity with Studio 3 to

become their KZN Agent and Model Scout and

Coach and at the same time was re-opening

Shadows in 2019. So to me, that was a Sign for me to

get up and running. Due to COVID-19 I had to close

my Doors (because we are not essential Services and

re-opened again in July 2019.

What’s great about joining Shadows is that I don’t

just Teach them Modeling and Deportment, I’ll also

be Coaching them with Studio 3. Basically how to

gain Confidence when going for Auditions but also

to gain and grow Confidence when entering for

Pageants, doing Fashion Shows and also to prepare

them for their Major Exam, where they will be walking

in front of 5 Judges. This is done on a Yearly basis.

I give Lessons at the following Venues:- Waterfall

Scouts Hall – Waterfall – Saturdays from 08H00 to

10H00 (twice a Month) Lutheran Church - Hayfields –

Pietermaritzburg – Saturdays from 08H30 to 10H30

(twice a Month)

I am looking at expanding into Durban, Amanzimtoti,

Drakensburg and JHB. What I Teach/Coach:- A

COURSE RUNS FOR 10 MONTHS.

Deportment –

• Attitude

• Building Self Confidence,

• Posture,

and many more

• Modeling – Ramp Work – Fashion Shows –

Pageants

• Achieving their Goals, Teaching them to believe in

themselves,

• Diet, Hair and Make-up, Accessories, Colour

Coding

• Helping the Models to become Professional

Models

• Photographic Modeling

• Fashion Shows

• Getting them ready for Pageants

Helping Models to believe that Beauty starts from

within. Outside Beauty is an added bonus:

• Grooming and Styling

• Ramp Modeling

Marcelle du Preez
Facebook: 

@ShadowsModellingSchool
Instagram: @shadows_marcelle



Studio 3 Model Management & Casting Agents

My Name is Marcelle du Preez, I’m Studio 3’s KZN

Agent for the entire KZN Province – covering Areas

from Pongola to Kokstad to Ladysmith. I’m also their

official Model Scout and Coach. Studio 3 started in

2001 and officially became a Registered Model

Agency and Talent Agency in 2017.

We are also NAMA (National Association of Model

Agencies) Registered. We are basically known as

Studio 3 Model Management and Casting Agent.

Facebook: 
@studiosmodelmanagement

Instagram: 
@studio3modelmanagement

https://www.studio3modelmanagem
entca.com

We have done the following:-

• Vir die Voels, Madiba Series, International Film

Dream Hotel, SAFW, NYFW, Europe Fashion Week,

Milan Fashion Week, Hyundai Fashion Week, Brand

Model Kahul Make-Up.

• We have Modelled for Gert Johan Coetzee, David

Thali, black Coffee and many more.

• Music Videos include Juanita du Plessis, Rinel Day.

• We have done 7de Laan, Villa Rosa, Scandal, Pret

Vill.

• Our Models have featured in Magazines

(International and National).

• Pageantry – Mr. Planet SA, Top Model

International – all over Winner, Top Model SA, Mr.

Planet World, Miss Fashion Runway SA, Fashion

Runway in Milan Rome, Miss Princess SA and Miss

Princess World, Miss Globe SA and many more.

Also Mr SA Finalist for 2017.

We have received Auditions for the
Following:-

• Hyundai, Glo Cel, ACC200, Jet, Mr. Price, Edgars,

PQ Clothing, UBER, NIKE, Adidas, Vodacom, MTN,

Cell C, Nicolodeon, Netflex, All the Soapies,

Gennies, Avroy Shlain, SA Fashion Week, AFI

Fashion Week, Europe Fashion Week, Mercedes

Benz Fashion Week, Woolworths, Miladys, Mr. Price

Sport, YDEM, Clicks, Khule, Cosmetic Brands –

Redkin, Avon and many more.

Peter de Beer (CEO and Founder of Studio 3)

Proud member of NAMA

Reg nr. 2018/075269/07

Tel: +2760 685 8307

Email:studio3.natalmarcel@gmail.com/ 

studio3.peter@gmail.com /



Fitness Interview - Quinton de Villiers

Up and at it - what is your morning routine?

Getting up at 04:15 every morning to hit the gym by

05:00. At the office at 08:00 and then my day start at

the office.

What might you eat in a typical working day for ...

• Breakfast? – Banana and protein shake flap jacks.

• Lunch? – Chicken Salad.

• Evening meal? – Chicken fillet or steak, Fish.

Is nutrition important to you?

Very important.

Are you a calorie counter?

Yes I am.

Best meal ever?

Sushi

Do you have a guilty pleasure?

Absolutely – Chocolate!!!

Have you ever been on a diet? If so, how did it go?

Very good with my diets. Competed in IFBB men’s

Physique from 2013 to 2016.

Best tip for everyday fitness?

Stay focused and disciplined.

Do you have a memory from school sport / PE days

you would rather forget?

Yes. Broke my arm in grade 11 in rugby and was a

very bad break.

Best health advice you were ever given and would

pass on to others?

“Take it easy” my trainer Amos Madela ex Mr

Olympia under 90kg and my trainer for 2 years.

Who would you try to emulate in terms of fitness /

attitude to life?

Arnold Schwarzenegger

What keeps you awake and do you think you get

enough sleep?

Work and can keep me out of sleep.

Would you say you have a healthy attitude towards

your own mortality?

Yes

What were the major milestones that gave you that

"extra" motivation boost?

IFBB second place in 2016 “Men’s Physique” that

motivated me to carry on and my first contract

gained in my business in 2007 that was the

foundation of my group of companies today.

What keeps you motivated?

The will to succeed.

What are your future goals, dreams and plans?

My goal is to empower and create wealth for others

with like-minded attitudes and hard work, my dream

is to let the Bridgewater Group carry over to a

second and third generation to a bigger and better

entity.

What are some of the most common mistakes made

when someone is trying to build muscle and/or get

ripped?

Well, first of all there is no short cuts in getting

ripped… Start today and in a week you will be

ripped – not going to happen. Biggest mistake some

athletes make when getting ripped is to go lighter on

weights and think they will get ripped quicker/faster.

Not true.

Do you have any tips for someone who is looking to

compete in your sport?

Difficult one except that I think you need to be

disciplined to carry on. No half measures in this sport.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

Facebook: Sir Johannesburg 2021

Instagram: @Sir_Johannesburg_2020_2021

Ster-status Semi-Finalist 2021
Angeline Swanepoel 

Who is Angeline?

I am a 27 year old mommy of a beautiful 5 year old

daughter and I am from Meyerton. Since I was a little

girl, I have always dreamed of becoming a model

and to be on television. As I grew older, I started

doing modeling and photogenic competitions. I

have won some and I have lost some, but never give

up.

In 2013, I started doing tv extra work on Binnelanders,

7de Laan and Getroud met Rugby. At that time, I

was living my childhood dream. Unfortunately I had

to stop because I started working for a new

company and didn’t have the time for extra work.

Last year I decided that I want to start doing

television work again and contacted 33 and me

Talent agency to represent me. They invited me for

an Audition and then signed a contract with me. I

am now an artist with 33 and me Talent Agency.

2020 was a very difficult year for everyone due to

COVID-19, so I decided that I want to help people in

need. I have joined charity organisations and started

to reach out to people in need. I enjoy every single

moment.

My plans for 2021

I want to help more people in need and that's why I

created the Facebook page called “Angeline -

helpende Hand” so that I can get more donations to

do more.

I am currently busy planning for a charity event that I

want to host in April 2021. All proceeds will go toward

buying and collecting warm blankets and clothing

for the homeless.

I am a semi-finalist for Ster-status 2021. I hope to end

up in the Top 12 and to walk away with the 2021 Ster-

status 2021 title to further my work in the community.

My hopes for 2021 is to succeed in
everything I do and to be a successful
young lady that every young girl can
look up to.

Photo Credit: Hannes Danzfuss @danzfussphoto

Instagram: @angelineswanepoel

Facebook: Angeline - Helpende hand 

@AngelineSwanepoel2



Meggan Wilcox Photography

I started my career in photography 14 years ago as I

have always had a passion capturing memories. I

studied art and graphic design however found

myself sneaking off into the photography classes to

learn more. I always make sure I succeed at my

dreams. My career grew as I worked abroad training

high end photography studios across Europe and the

States as fleet operations training manager.

This of course influenced my style as you learn from

fellow photographers and different countries.

I have a deep passion for wildlife photography and

was awarded top wildlife image of 2016. I cannot

pick a favorite method of shooting between studio,

location, natural light or lifestyle. It brings me much

joy playing with lights in my studio and capturing

unique images, I take great pride in separating my

work from other artists and continue to improve my

skills as often and as much as possible. Being an

artist, I adore anything creative and certainly

elegant. I believe there are no rules to art!

Posing is key and I like to laugh that I am “bossy" with

my clients, as I make sure everything is perfect for the

shoot down to every detail. I really do analyse you

from the moment I talk to you, to the first meeting to

bring out your personality in the images. I have a fine

eye and key character trait of noticing the best

qualities in people. As for being a photographer in a

tricky year with COVID, I have ventured out in new

directions with my photography and I am thoroughly

enjoying model sessions, maternity and elegant

boudoir. However my skill set is very broad, family

lifestyle and styled shoots are an additional skill of

mine.

I opened my own studio as well as my own maternity

and formal dress rental business, original and

complimentary to my style and plan to make it a

success and get my name established further more

in South Africa, this includes adding weddings to my

services. There are many giggles in my studio and I

ensure there is happy upbeat music playing to set

the mood. I would like to venture into product

photography, I feel like the world is at my feet and I

can accomplish anything, hard times inspire me to

do better and be better, tackling any situation.

I always try my best, love to learn more and teach as

many students as I can. I am very hard on myself as

an artist, which keeps me on my toes and drives me

further. I am often complimented as being very

professional and easy to get along with, most clients

recommend I become a shrink. I have a wicked

sense of humour. I believe it is best to stick to what I

am good at which of course is capturing special

moments and making clients feel and look as

beautiful as they are.

I do not work for any agency in the
modeling world, very keen to have
my services used for models and their
portfolio. A fresh eye, knowledge in
posing and lighting is very important
to ensure the best images are
captured. Which is what I am good
at, including the fine tuning of editing.

Feel free to contact me for bookings,
megganwilcox@gmail.com

+27710304481

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/megganwilcoxphotogra

phy/

https://www.facebook.com/daymandesigns/

Instagram :

@megganwilcoxphotography

@forest_imprints

@daymandesigns



Make-up Artist Lenandie Marais 
As far as I can remember I’ve been fascinated by

makeup. As a little girl, I enjoyed putting on makeup

when dressing up like a princess, a bride or whatever

I felt like for the day. For me, it didn’t stay there... As I

grew up, I realised it is something that I really enjoyed

and absolutely loved doing. A true passion! I then

decided to pursue my dream by learning the

necessary skills and be able to apply makeup with

confidence.

It’s an amazing feeling to be able to follow my

passion as a freelance mobile makeup artist. It is like

a personal therapy session for me when I apply

makeup and practise different techniques. I see this

as a perfect combination when I get my moment of

therapy while I apply makeup and have my clients

look their absolute best and bringing out the

confidence in them.

Do you want to work in the Beauty industry? A little

motivation to all the girls that want to start in the

beauty industry – JUST GO FOR IT! It is so easy to feel

like there are just too many people doing makeup,

nails, hair etc. But if you really work hard and are

willing to start slow to create a portfolio, you will be

able to make a success. Be patient and keep on

going for it. Yes, there’s a lot of beauticians, makeup

artists, hairdressers...But there are a lot of people on

this earth and there will always be someone that likes

YOUR personal touch.

Tips and Tricks - There’s so many tips and tricks out

there, but the one that really stands out to me and

really makes that BIG difference on a makeup look is

putting eyeshadow on your lower lash line, all the

way from the outer corner to the inner corner of your

eyes. I have small eyes and used to think this will

make my eyes appear smaller, but it has the

opposite effect. It makes my eyes appear bigger

and brighter.

Company Profile - Tanzanite Makeup is a company

that wants to be noticed as a professional and high

standard company. Delivering a good service, being

noticed as warm and friendly and giving every

person that Wow feeling when their makeup look is

done. This is a mobile makeup service, willing to

travel to clients. Services include Bridal, Special

occasion, Matric farewell, Model shoots and also

Makeup Workshops for individual or group makeup

lessons.

I believe that when a person feels good about

themselves, it makes them sparkle from the inside

out. This is where the meaning of “Reflect your inner

beauty” comes to life.

Lenandie Marais | Mobile Makeup Artist

0829286661

Bookings@Tanzanitem.co.za

www.Tanzanitem.co.za

https://www.facebook.com/Tanzanite-Makeup-

101349051704967/

https://www.instagram.com/tanzanitem1234/?hl=en



Unique Perspective Photography

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

All of it really - as I continue to grow and explore this

ever changing medium there are so many aspects

you discover along the way.

From concept/ideation, drawing inspiration from the

world around you, choices about make-up,

wardrobe, props, styling and location THEN playing

with lighting, posing, setting, post-production, editing.

It all comes together to create something magical!

What was your most memorable shoot?

I think the concept of a 'most memorable shoot' is

like asking which was your favourite breath of air - it's

always the last one, the one that pushes you to the

next, that drives you to keep going.

Are you a full-time photographer?

I currently work as a full-time photographer and

camera assistant for film and television. You could

say cameras are my world.

What do you do for fun?

Usually when I'm not shooting commercially I tend to

dive straight back into my home studio and create

the more "out there" work with my fiancé - honestly

it's kept me sane during these unprecedented times.

Photography is my happy place.

Do you have any other hobbies?

I'd guess in my down-time I tend to stick with the

more creative endeavours - I play guitar, paint, I

even dabble in creating board games from time to

time. When your passion is creating art it really

doesn't matter what the medium is.

What is your favorite quote?

Now that's a tough question! There are so many

great quotes out there which inspire me that it's hard

to single out just one... but if I had to choose I'd say,

"The single most important component of a camera

is the twelve inches behind it" by the indomitable

Ansel Adams.

I love how it reminds us that art starts
in the heart and mind of the person
creating it. That that drive, not the
tools you use, is the most important
thing.

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

I'd give them the same advice I got when starting out

my career and that's to shoot everything! Shoot what

you love, shoot what you hate, shoot the things that

challenge you, keep pushing your boundaries and

practice, practice, practise! You know how to get to

Carnegie Hall?

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

Instagram: @uniqueperspectivephotography

Facebook: @uniqueperspectiveza



Gemini Solutions - Frieda vd Walt 

GEMINI SOLUTIONS is a Multimedia business operating

from Mossel Bay. We are providing a photographic

service to the communities of SA and Zimbabwe

since 1992. Owner and founder Frieda van der Walt.

We also cater for special requests as far as

possible...anything is possible these days. We like new

challenges and would gladly try to satisfy your needs.

Apart from the normal Photo and Video services we

always delivered, we also provide a variety of other

services now, as described

Studio Photos

Individual & Family Photos

Children & Infant Photos

Animal Portraits

Glamour Photos

Maternity & Pregnancy Photos

Couple and Sensual Packages

On-Location Photography - "If you can't come to the

Studio, we will bring the Studio to you"

• Children & Infant Photos

• Special Events

• Maternity Photos

• Babies & Infant Photos

• School & Nursery School packages

Model Shoots & Portfolios

• Photo-shoots for Models

• Portfolios

• Comp-Card/ZED Card

Videography

• Invitation/Announcement DVD's

• Music Videos

• Function/Event Videos

• Matric Year DVD

• Flash Videos for You-Tube

• Promotional Videos

• Commercial Videography

• Wedding Videos

• Aerial Video Coverage

• Wedding Coverage

• Functions

• Promotions

• Advertisements

Wedding Packages - Let us capture that Golden

moments of you're big day!

• Wedding Photo Packages

• Wedding Video Packages

Graphical Design

• Designing of Logos

• Photo Restoration

• Retouching of Photos

• Technical retouching

• Creative retouching

• Photo Enhancement & Manipulation

• Custom Design T-Shirts

• Custom Design Placemats and Fridge Magnets

Commercial Photography

• Corporate Event Photography

• Corporate Marketing Photography

• Business Portraits

• Advertisements, Flyers & Brochures

• Product Catalogue Photos

Frieda van der Walt

Gemini Solutions Studio

Cell: +27(0)82 898 9747

Tel: +27(0)44 698 1038

Website : www.geminisolutions.co.za

The Dazzling Model - Bernelee
Bernelee is a young and talented model from

Limpopo. She is widely regarded as one of the most

dazzling models in making, and often cited as one of

the greatest. She is a daughter of the multitalented

presenter working at International Radio Phalaphala

FM, Mr Wonder and Ignitia. Her friendliness is way

beyond the word.

Who inspired you to be a model?

My sister inspired me to be a model, everything she

touches turns to gold, her way of dressing is so stylish

and her colour collaborating is exceptional.

Wow, How many trophies or awards you got as

model so far?

I got like four awards, I was the 2nd Princess at Miss

Bordeaux, then following year I became The Queen

of Bordeaux . Also became Miss Cosmo City. The last

award I archived was last year wen I was part of the

Top 5 for Miss Musina fm

Where do you see yourself in 4 years?

In the next 4 years I see myself joining for Miss South

Africa, I have the potential and I am hungry for a

big achievement. I feel like am not far from it.

Due to pandemic #Covid_19 How did your career

get affected?

Well my career wasn't affected at all because I got

to contest for my first pageant in Musina.

If you are to get an opportunity to work with a big

brand as a model which one would you spot first.

I've been a model for local brands which I believe I

accumulated lot of skills and knowledge from those

brands but I'd like to model/be the ambassador of

Nike brand since I love sports.

What's your favourite colour?

Well I don't really have a favourite color but I prefer

nude.

What would you like to say in closure?

I would like to thank Zakes Hildas for the opportunity

and the shooting. because the brand seems to be

on the right track in helping the upcoming models,

musicians and other unnamed categories but all in

all I appreciate the work they're doing for the town.

May the Lord open ways for them. Please go and

like their page on Facebook Zakes Hildas.



Talented Young Star - Stephan

Stephan van der Westhuizen is 9 years old and is a

performer and singer at heart. He loves music and

has been singing with his dad ever since he could

make a sound. Since the age of 6 he’s been

enjoying singing classes.

He started playing keyboard at the age of 8 and

enjoys being able to play an instrument even though

it is hard work.

Guitar is the next instrument on his wish list because

that will help him become the next mega rock star.

Dancing is a huge passion of his and he likes to

impersonate Elvis among others on stage. He loves

creating his own hip hop routines and has also learnt

a lot attending hip hop dance classes since the age

of 7.

Being no stranger to the camera either he has

competed in a number of photogenic competitions.

When he’s not on stage he likes doing Jiu-Jitsu and

playing rugby, cricket and tennis. Riding his bike just

for fun is one of his favourite leisure activities.

Stephan would love to be a singer / performer when

he grows up and works hard at it daily. His recent

achievements have helped him take a step in the

right direction.

Singing

• Talent America 2020 (virtual competition USA)

• Rock - 1st place

• Country - 1st place

• Singers choice - 2nd place

• Broadway - 4th place

• Pop - runner up

• Talent Africa 2020 (virtual competition SA)

• Broadway - Gold

• Country - Gold

• Gospel - Silver

• Rock - Gold

• Open - Gold

• Pop - Gold

• International Culture Caravan Digi Form Art

Summer 2020 (virtual competition Poland)

• Pop - II Laureate and III Laureate

• Rock - II Laureate and III Laureate

• Musical - II Laureate

• Country - III Laureate and III Laureate

• Debut keyboard

• National Eisteddfod academy 2020 (virtual

competition SA)

• Rock - Junior diploma

• Broadway - Junior diploma

• Gospel - Junior diploma

Making of a Star 2020 (live competition Cape Town,

SA)

• Musical - 2nd place

• Rock - 1st place

• Gospel - 2nd place

• Country - 1st place

• Kids with Talent 2020 (live competition Midrand,

SA)

• 3rd place

• Riana van Wyk School of Music Annual Prestige

Concert 2020

• Junior overall student of the year award

• Junior triple threat award

• Star quality award - keyboard

• Vocal - Gold

Dance

• Talent America 2020 (virtual competition USA)

• Hip hop - runner up

• Riana van Wyk School of Music Annual Prestige

Concert 2020

• Stage performance & choreography - Silver

Photogenic

• Talent Africa 2020 - Junior Face of Talent Africa

winner

• Talent Africa 2020 - Public choice 3rd place

• Face of Spring 2020 - Jnr Boys winner

• Mr Royal Highness Western Cape 2020 - Jnr Winner

• Face of Pageants 2020 - Winner

• Summer Rain 2020 - Group 1 winner

• King of Kings 2020 - Age 7/10 winner

• Bohemian Prince 2020 - Jnr 2nd Prince

• Enchanted Royalty King 2020 - Jnr 3rd Prince

• Summer Breeze 2020 - 2nd Prince
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Pageant Model – Keegan Lee Croy
Finalist for Miss Petite Teen Junior SA 2021 

Keegan Lee Croy known as "Apple" is a vibrant

young 13yr old girl. She has big dreams and comes

from the humble beginnings of Hanover Park and is a

Grade 8 learner at Mount View Secondary School

and attend St Raphael's Catholic Primary was a

Ballet dancer at Eon Group School of Performing

Arts. Apple as everyone knows her.

She has been modeling in community pageants

since the age of 4. I was featured TV ad's PEP

clothing, Checkers it is all about the price, Galaxy

S8,and done a live show with MR Maker and

featured in other adds and had many castings.

She entered her first national pageant in 2015 and

only had 4weeks training with her coach Reana With

only a vision and no formal experience A vision to

change the world one deep at a time and a dream

to one day wear the Miss SA and Universe crown.

This 13 year old might have big dreams but her heart

is rooted deep in the community and doing charity

work. Her hobbies include Hip hop ballet drama

modeling and doing charity .Apple wants to

encourage and give children like herself which is

surrounded by negativity for greater opportunities.

She has been involved in charity since the age of 5

Keegan also holds the titles of:

• Miss Petite South Africa 2nd Princess 2016

• Miss Pre Teen 2nd Princess 2017

• Miss Pageant SA 2016

• Miss Cape Flats 2016

• Miss Queen of the Cape 2016

• Miss Western Cape

• Miss Teen South Africa Miss Tourism South Africa

• Miss Western Cape

• Modelling Champion 2017

She was nominated for African
Children of the Year Awards " and
Won Philanthropists " and featured in
many news paper’s, International
magazines and appeared on TV.

In April 2018 Keegan attended the pageant along

with her grandmother and modeling coach Reana

and 10 other models with there mom's which was

held in Pretoria for a whole week by Pageants SA.

She was crowned on the 7 April Miss Pre Teen South

Africa 2018 & Miss Universe SA 2018 and won best

ramp, best interview, best interview wear, best

judges gift, and the high light of the evening was

when she was crowned best of the best overall

winner out of 9 province’s. Keegan was also chosen

to represent SA in Turkey in May 2019.

In 2020 she was nominated again for African

Children of the Year Awards and won community

and safety & Child of the Year award.

During lockdown Keegan known as "Apple, was

extremely busy with sandwich drive, handing out

south with the help of People contributing towards it

like coach Desire Ellis, Stanley Jacob of Cape flats

and collected toiletries and sanitary pads and

handed them out in the community.

Apple and her grandmother has held Miss HANOVER

Park annually sins 2017. She also had a fundraiser on

behalf of a 6 year old girl, Ashlin. She was shot and

left paralyzed.

But most all the title she holds is to teach young girls

like her self to have great self-esteem, self-

confidence and self worth, and knowing who you

are, to help others so that they to can become the

best version of themselves, and to know it does not

matter where you come from but that you can

choose who and what you want to be.

Apple hold a number of titles which includes Titles for

2020 Miss Pre Teen Tourism Jnr South Africa 1st

princess, Miss Teen South Africa 1st princess , Miss

Empress South Africa Overall winner , Miss City of

Cape Town , Miss Hollywood and them the rest was

held online after that due to COVID-19. She also

does public speaking with the mayor of City of Cape

Town at Youth events and has her own bully

campaign at the community library and schools.



Blessing  
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Photo credit: Ahee photography

Hair: Rita from Deritz hair & beauty studio

Facebook: Chik Chiks Okere

Instagram: (08chiks) & @emodels_sa
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Larizta (Photo left)

Photo credit: Michal Challa Viljoen from Belle Lumier

Photography

Hair and Styling: Michell Draper &

I am is a passionate girl I might be small in stature but Mommy

says I have a giant big heart. I am honoured to be Supreme

Model of the year for 2020 for Younique Modelling Academy.

My motto in live is to always be the somebody that makes

everybody feel like a somebody!! I would love to make a

difference.

My biggest dream for 2021 is to start a Non-profit to help assist

Angel Wings with supplies throughout the year, these ladies are

doing an amazing job taking care of abandoned babies, I

absolutely fell in love with the place and the people and their

purpose, after I done some collections and spend some time

with the babies and staff.

I would also love to compete in a few
pageants and grow as a model. I really do
hope that we can return to sport and
dancing this year as I really missed it in 2020.

Zihan (Photo right)

Photographer: Natalie Coetzee Photography

I'm a vibrant, busy little boy who loves the outdoors, always on the

hunt for a new adventure. When I grow up , I want to be like my

dad , he is the best dirt track racer here at Randfontein Oval

Raceway. It runs in the family and I want to make him proud to

follow in his footsteps.

My mommy is a photographer and I love to be in front of her

camera when she has creative ideas for a new shoot. I'm a normal

little boy who just wants to have fun , be happy and enjoy every

moment.

Justine (Photo left)

Photo credit: Nuwe dinge Photography

Studio

Justine has been part of the Rolemodel

Foundation for 4 years. She loves doing

community work and charity work. Justine’s

plans for the is year is to create and do more

projects so he can help unfortunate people

with food and clothing.

She loves to help people and
animal's in need. She has been
doing community work since
she is was 5 years old.

Anica (Photo left)

Photo credit: Audrey Boniwell

Photography

Instagram: @anica_blignaut11

I'm hoping to go to school in GR 5 and

have a better school year than last year.

I can't wait to start my second year of

drama class with my friends and teacher.

I'm going to audition for the
IMTA showcase @ 33 and me
talent agency and hoping to
receive a callback.

Muller (Photo right)

Photo credit: Sven & Taryn Photography

The very energetic and PS game lover
describes me the best. I'm a part time
model with Cecilia van Eeden at
Younique model Academy.

My modeling career started 3 years ago when my sister

made it look like so much fun. For 2021 I would love to do

more charity work, widen my knowledge with workshops

and have a blast on and off the ramp.

Accomplishments: Mr Mad Rage Junior 2020 - 1st Prince

Mr Walk of Fame 2020 - 1st Prince, Public choice and

Helping hand

Mr Premier model Supreme 2020 - 3rd Prince

Prince

Mr Premier model Supreme 2018 age 4-9 - Winner

Chloe (Photo right)

Photo credit: Taylor made 

Photography

Will be doing my GR7 this year.

Just going to do my best as

always. Cannot wait for my

modelling classes to re-open for

the new year.

Further just praying for COVID-19

to go away and have A normal

new year…..

Nadeonè (Photo left)

Photographer: Natalie Coetzee Photography

I'm a vibrant energetic ,soft hearted little girl

who loves to be artistic and creative. I love to

meet new friends and people as everyone has

their own unique personality. Singing and

dancing around the garden is one of my

favorite activities.

My mom loves to capture me on her camera ,

and I love the new ideas she comes up with , it's

like small little adventures every time.

Ayla (Photo left)

Photo cred: WarrenWadePhotography

https://warrenwadephotography.myportf

olio.com & Instagram:

@warrenwadephotography

I am Ayla but my parents call me "Beastie"

as I am a very busy and very lovable little

creature! I love to play dress up and also

love to paint as you can see. Luckily I have

a dad that is a passionate photographer

so hopefully he will make me famous one

day.

Keagan (Photo right)

Photography by Judy Sykes

I'm Keagan Van Wyk, I'm 6 years old. I'm

attending school at Daniel le Roux Primary

School. I like to ride my bike and playing with

my rugby ball.

Carla (Photo right)

Photo credit: Werner Knoll @ Mirror photography

Facebook: Mischke Schoeman

Hi I’m Carla, I love Singing and dancing. For this

year my plans are to pursue dancing and hope

to achieve well in my new school year.
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Photo Credit: Michal Challa Viljoen –

Belle Lumiere Photography & Design



Kyra (Photo left)

Photo cred: WarrenWadePhotography

https://warrenwadephotography.myportfoli

o.com & Instagram: 

@warrenwadephotography

Hi, I am Kyra and I live in Newcastle KZN. I

am a soft hearted animal lover with a

bubbly personality and am passionate on

life.

I love my ballet, dancing, singing, hockey

and cycling but most of all I love attending

school and socializing with my friends. My

dream is to do modelling and hopefully one

day be a renowned actress or a singer.

Minentle (Photo right)

Photo credit: Buluta Image

I'm a very active person who like to socialize with

other kids. I started modeling when I was 1 year at

that I wasn't pay attention that much until I was 2

and half... Ever since that I never stop I love

modeling. My goals is to become a professional

modeller and have my own studio together with

modeling agent..

To this pandemic I urge people to follow the rule by

wear your mask, sanitize and wash your hands,

social distance.

Eathon (Photo left)

Photo credit Judy Sykes Photography

Photography by Judy Sykes

My name is Eathon Sykes. I'm 8 years old. I

have a older sister and a younger brother. I

attend school at Overberg Primary School. I

like playing cricket and love the outdoors.

One of my hobbies is drawing.

Plans for this year : I would like to expand my

photography business. I plan to do a

photography course in the near future.

I also would like to be scouted
by agencies.

Isabella (Photo right)

My name is Isabella Bree Martin I am

seven years old born in Port Shepstone

South Coast. I love modeling and have

been doing it from the age of 2. I hold

many titles including the brand

ambassador for L'Amour Savon.

I'm super proud of my accomplishments

at my age and I wish to inspire more

young girls that age is just a number. In

my spare time I love doing dance and

gymnastic. I love school and my friends.

Aidan (Photo left)

Photo Credit: JC Schoeman Photography

Social Media: Instagram @aidanprinsloo9

Who am I today? My name is Aidan, I am an 11 year old

boy who loves singing and entertaining. I am energetic,

witty and challenge myself in each opportunity that comes

my way. Even though we are living in a time of uncertainty,

I take comfort in music and singing.

I am a contestant in an online singing competition called

"sing aanlyn", with Germandt Geldenhuys being my mentor.

Recently I featured in a short film on kyknet called "Kantlyn",

directed by Dian Weys.

I have loved every second of being part of the crew and

hope that more opportunities will arise in the future to be on

the big screen. I love being in front of the cameras!

I am not currently signed by an agency and are open to

the idea, should opportunities arise.

My goal for this year is to make my first music video and be

chosen to be part of the final production crew for "sing

aanlyn". My ultimate plan is to pursue my dream to

become a top performer in South Africa.

Who will I be one day? I believe I will be the same loving

and joyful person looking to bring out the best in life.

Linamandla (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Extreme Models

Agency: Extreme Models and Beauty

My name is Linamandla Myalem and I am 5 years old and

I love modelling. I live in Port Elizabeth in the Eastern

Cape. I am a last born out of three siblings. I'm currently a

model at Extreme models and Beauty. Being a model

helps me build self love and self confidence, and also to

celebrate the fact that I am unique and different.

It has also taught me how to be stay healthy and to take

care of my personal appearance. I also got an

opportunity to build relationships.

My goald for this is to study, I have also taught myself how

to ride a bicycle. I will also take care of my self and others

by making sure that I follow the regulations of wearing my

mask, sanitize my hands and keep the social distance. I'm

also planning to continue to with modeling.

And when I grow up given an opportunity I will mentor

and inspire other models.

Mea (Photo left)

Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

Mea started her Modelling career in late

2020. She has always loved being in front

of the camera – smiling, posing etc.

For 2021, I would like her to expand her

portfolio by entering more modelling

photo contests & fashion shows (like at the

malls or for children’s clothing companies)

She has already done her first workshop

on standing poses.

Super excited for her to see
what the year 2021 will bring.

Eduardo (Photo left)

Photographer JC Click wedding

photography

Hello my name is Eduardo Ferreira. I

enjoy watching the stars and would

like to study Astronomy one day!

My hobbies include
Gaming and soccer . I
also like to take care of
animals and give special
attention to them, all pets
need love from us!
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Photo credit: Danielle Engelbrecht Photography 

Location Centurion



Deoné (Photo left)

Photo credit: Lindy Woest

Would like to be scouted

I am Deoné Herbst. I will be 5 years old in February

2021. My moto in life is to be happy and loveable. I'm

very privileged to grow up in a house full of love and

laughter. I love my school, especially my teacher. In

2021 I am going to keep on sowing love to

everybody.

I'm going to be an obedient little girl and going to

obey my school's rules and the rules at home. I'm

going to show my thankfulness to my family by

picking flowers from the garden for them and I'm

going to give flowers to my teacher too. I will keep on

eating healthy food, to become even more

beautiful. I love all fruit and vegetables. I'm a big girl

now and there will be no more tears when mommy

drops me at school.

Janise (Photo left)

Photo Credit:  Marais Nell 

Photography

Agency: Open to new 

opportunities 

I am currently a Grade 4 student

at Laerskool Kollegepark, and I

live in Vanderbijlpark. I am a

student model at Ace Models

Vaal.

My plan for the year is
to grow myself with
confidence and
become the best
version of myself.

Juandrè (Photo left)

Photo credit: Mariska Grobler

Juandrè is a premature
baby born at 7 months.
Today he is strong and
healthy. He is a real
miracle baby.

Monique (Photo left)

Photo credit: M&M photography

Modeling school: Elite models SA Vaal Triangle

I like the outdoors and sports. My twin brother and I

are both models at Elite Modes SA. I really enjoy it on

the treadmill and can be free and myself without

being scared and ashamed.

I would like to start participating in bigger

competitions this year.

Amahle (Photo left)

A bubbly , sweet princess with the name of Amahle Hlongwa

who just recently turned 2 years old I'm a princess of my own

kingdom. I enjoying watching cartoon on my own space ,

playing with my family and friends

I'm dark beauty who bring joy in everyone , I'm a sparkle

leaver as young as I am but I'm proud to say I am go getter I

enjoying learning new thing .

My dream is to travel around the world with
my family and friend learning about
different cultures and languages . As my
motto say dream it shall happen. I want to
also become a model with a purpose and
become Miss Universe one day .

Ilzaé (Photo right)

Clothing: Zarakids

I love the outdoors, especially farm life, being active and

spending time with my family and friends. I have a passion

for modeling and wanted to take a leap of faith and try

out the industry in modeling.

I entered for the International Arts and Talent Showcase

(IATS) online auditions and got selected to perform at the

Silver Star Casino in October 2020. At the IATS, I received

an call back invitation from Mr Joey Hunter ( Vice president

of Modelwire and former Co-president of Ford Model

Management) to perform at the International Modeling

and Talent Association (IMTA) in New York July 2021.

I am currently receiving training through
33 and Me Talent Agency and
international coaches in various
departments of the model industry in
preparation for the IMTA Convention in
New York.

I have learned so much from the IMTA journey so far, and

hope to grow as a person and young model, to become

more confident in myself, but also to stay humble and to

inspire young models to dare to take that leap of faith to

live their dream.

Blessing (Photo left)

Photo credit: Ahee photography

Hair: Rita from Deritz hair &beauty studio

Facebook: Chik Chiks Okere

Instagram: (08chiks)and @emodels_sa

My name is Blessing China Okere and I am 9 years

old. I have been doing modelling for 2.5 years

now. I love every moment on stage and in front of

the camera.

I am trained by Jeanre du Preez from emodels SA

(www.emodelssa.com) I have walked in numerous

fashion shows in Bloemfontein and in

Johannesburg.

This year I want to develop my
verbal skills in modelling and more
photoshoots while in lockdown.

Kayleigh (Photo left)

Photo credit: Laeticia Bosch Photography

Modelling School: Sophisticate Models

Agency: MMM Multi Management Agency

Kayleigh Marais is a kind hearted sweet

little girl that brings out the best in others.

She loves Dancing, modelling, athletics to

name a few. Kayleigh was scouted by

MMM Agency this year and was busy this

past 6 months with Danslyn season 1.

Workshops and Productions. These 6

dances will be aired on TV Kyknet channel

this year. Kayleigh will like to continue with

modelling and dancing this year . She will

also like to get on board to raise funds for

animals in need… Kayleigh works hard in

all she wants to achieve.

Child Models South - Africa
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Photo credit: JC Schoeman Photography

I would love to just play 

hockey and netball this year.



Ashley (Photo left)

Photo credit: Photography by Mads

I love playing netball whether it is at school or at home. The

year 2020 gave my the chance to discover a passion for

photography modeling where I can express my true self to the

world through my photos.

2020 was a difficult year for everyone and it brought so many

challenges for all of us that pushed us out of our comfort

zones. I for one believe and hope that 2021 would be one of

the best times we all experience.

My goals I would like to achieve this year is
to improve my netball skills at home and to
stay in the top 10 Academic team where I
am currently standing at number 3.

I also want to take part in more
photography modeling since I love to
express myself through it.

Zian (Photo left)

Photo credit: Andries Mulder

I am starting gr R this year and I can't

wait for the schools to open.

I am ready to learn and can't wait to

play with my friends that I haven't

seen in a long time and to see who

my new teacher will be.

Liane & Reghardt (Photo left)

Photo credit: Kai Kai Love Photography

This year, me and my niece whish to play more with

friends. We wish to learn more about colours and

shapes but more importantly we wish to stay healthy

during this awful time.

Mommy and daddy is stressing out about all the new

normal we are experiencing for the last year, but I

know in my heart a hug from me and my sissy will

make everything better.

I hope everything goes back to normal. I hope we

could go outside and play again. I hope I could go to

the shops with mommy. I hope we could swim in the

sea.

For this year I just want to love the ones
I love, kiss the ones I treasure and get
to know the ones I don't know yet. As I
am only 2 and have my whole life
before me.

Lehanke & Ane-Bell (Photo left)

Photo credit: Moments in Focus Photography

My plans for the year ahead:

I am starting grade 4 this year which is a whole

new level in school. I will start to rotate classes,

have new subjects and be writing my first exams!!

I will be working hard to keep up my good

grades.

If all goes well I will be representing South Africa

in Bulgaria in June at Prince and Princess of the

World.

Zuan (Photo left)

Photo credit: Liané Brummer

My name is Zuan Brummer, I love the

outdoors and playing with my friends.

This year I hope to start with drum lessons, as I

wanted to start last year but then COVID-19

hit. So I really have my mind sit on having my

own drums.

And maybe just maybe I will
play in a band.

Lethabo (Photo right)

Photo cred: OT Photography

I might be just a little girl
but I have big dreams.

I would like to enter and will a few

pageants this year. I love modeling

and acting. I would like to start

acting classes this year to further my

acting career.

Juane (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Ihana Grace Photography

This little girl did not only change my life but she inspired me to chase

after my dreams. I have a passion for children and was a Teacher for

7 years until I gave birth to Juane. Being so inlove with this perfect little

Bundle of joy I was obsessed with documenting her Milestones, The

photos that I took of her got lots of attention and this is where my

Photography Journey started.

Thank you for being the heart of my small business "Neytjie“, love,

mom

Frané (Photo left)

Photographer: Werner Knoll @ Mirror

Photography

I love cuddles and staring at
nature. For this year I hope
to accomplish sitting,
crawling and walking.

Adèl (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Charlies Photography

Adèl is a delightful little girl who loves
animals and playing with her friends. She
loves school and in her free time she likes
to do creative and artsy projects.

Layla (Photo left)

I am Jade, Layla's mother, she is still a bit small, to have

a goal and plan for the year but I do believe her goal

is to be a happy little girl and enjoy growing up.

She is a very happy, healthy friendly baby, who loves

to be outdoors, fishing with her Dad Eugene and

getting dirty, she is easy in front of the camera, loves to

be photograph and loves water, a real water baby.
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Ricardo (Photo left)

Photo credit: Natalie Du Toit

Photography

"I wish for the schools to start and to

be able to play Rugby and cricket, I

love to play with my friends I hope to

perform in academics as well sport if

we would be lucky this year to do so

because then I can finally get my

blazer.

Hailey (Photo left)

Photo credit: Serenity Clics

When I look at the past year and reflect on the

hardship we have been faced with; then thinking

about what I hope to accomplish is simple.

Just as this stolen moment to play in the sand on

an early morning hike up the mountain has been

so aptly captured, I too hope to capture the

magic through these moments that seem

insignificant but aren't. To always be reminded

that there is beauty in the simplest moments in life.

Michaela (Photo left)

Photographer: Belle Lumiére Photography & Design

Modeling Agency: Coached By Tem

Michaela Chatwind is a 10 year old with an extroverted

personality. Her goal in life is to become a public figure who

inspire others. Humbleness and love is the key to her success.

She is a young philanthropist, and the owner of her own

charity organization, called the Michaela Chatwind

foundation. She got a passion for all kinds of Modeling and

Acting matters. She can't resist challenges that comes her

way. Her perception in life is: Believe in yourself, and all that

you are, know there is something inside you that is greater

than any obstacle.

Michaela Chatwind is a ray of sunlight on a cloudy day.

Michaela never gives up on anything, she is always

hardworking to accomplish her goals. All Michaela's

challenges and charity projects shared on all social media

platforms.

She likes to set an example for her peers. Michaela entered

lots of photogenic competitions every month and performs

really well, she featured on a regular basis in child model

magazines on a National and International level. Her

photographers get credited with each feature publication

which create a lot of exposure.

Michaela performs extremely well on academic level and

takes pride in her schoolwork. She is a Gr 4 scholar of

Goudkop Primary. Michaela is a child artist and was part of

two (2) International TV Commercials: Altron Group &

"Witten Reus Waspoeier". She loves being invited to all these

castings and auditions.

Michaela is also an ambassador for the Lollipop Kids Clothing

Line and enjoy being one of their commercial models on their

marketing platforms. Michaela featured on a few billboards

such as Esmirie Greyvensteyn Couture and C.S.S. Security.

Any challenges she meets, she faced head-on, and

completes tasks gracefully and successfully, she is loved

dearly by family and friends.

Tiaan (Photo left)

Photo credit: Samantha Minnie Bouwer

Social media: Samantha Minnie Bouwer

For this year, I hope for health
for Tiaan and the rest of our
family. For Tiaan to be a
healthy and happy child. To be
successful in all we attempt.

Elnette (Photo left)

Photo credit: @lovephotography

Elnette's plan for the year is to do good in her

school work and her sports. She want to

participate in mini netball at school, and she likes

to be at the gym.

Elnette would like to accomplish being healthy

and to do good in sports and fitness. She is not at

any modeling school/agency but she was doing

modeling when she was younger.

Ovayo (Photo left)

Photo credit: Phuthuma Sotyelelwa (my mom)

My name is Ovayo. I am 6 years old, was born on Christmas

eve year 2014. I am an only child residing with my mom and

grandmother in the beautiful and friendly city of Port

Elizabeth. I am a very sweet, loving, smart, sometimes shy

but mostly energetic young boy.

I just completed my Grade R in December last year from

Playtime Academy for little learners in Newton Park. I enjoy

painting, numeracy, storytelling and playing with my friends

at school.

I am going to Grade 1 this year at my new school, Herbert

Hurd also in Newton Park. I'm both anxious and excited

about my new school and hope I will make new friends.

I enjoy swimming, playing soccer and playing musical

instruments. My favorite instruments to play are a piano and

a guitar. I am not yet perfect but I know through practise I

will be very good at playing them.

Apart from the above, I have keen interest on what being a

Pilot is all about. I would love to be one when I'm older. My

mom says I must really be good in my studies if I want to be

one. This is why I always give my level best in everything I do.

Amber (Photo right)

Photo credit: Pixelpro Photography

For February, tell us about your plans

for this year and what you hope to

accomplish. Amber is in grade RR this

year at Eduplex Pre-primary and she

is doing Gymnastics at TUKS

Gymnastics as well as swimming at

Kiddies Aqua Hatfield.

She is energetic and a bubbly little

person and loves socialising with kids

her age. She has a strong personality

and knows what she wants even at

such a small age. We do not have an

agency yet, and would love to be

scouted by agencies.

Orinea (Photo right)

Photo credit: Fulufhelo Baldwin 

Ramidzwagi

Instagram: @fulufhelo_ramudzwagi

Bio: Orinea is born and raised in Pretoria.

He is a fun and friendly person to hang

around with. He is outspoken and loves

to stand in front of the camera on any

day at any time.

He is famous for his fade haircut with a

mickey mouse engravement from

Legends barber. He has been featured

on their page on several occasions. He

also loves to sing and play instruments.

Currently Orinea is looking for a

sponsor/agency.
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Photo credit: Moments in Focus Photography

Back to School Fashion Shoot



Zayn (Photo left)

Photo credit: Angelique Prinsloo 

Sosial media: ABP Photography & photos_by_abp

(Instagram)

This year will be a year filled with success
and great accomplishments, I am setting
the goals high and would love to get to
photograph some weddings to help build
up my career.

Lihan (Photo left)

Photo cred: Frost industries and

T.Volker

Lihan is a busy boy that
loves dinosaurs, robots
and anything with wheels.

In February he looks forward to

seeing all his friends again at pre-

primary school.

Elnette (Photo right)

Photo credit: Chantell Els

This year I wish to study hard, do my

best to be the best Head girl I can

be because it was an honour to

have been chosen. Before COVID-

19 hit us I had a dream to achieve

great results in modeling and be

scouted.

Since I was little I did modeling but

where we live there is no modeling

school so everything I know my

mom thought me, she is my role

model. I want to do my best and

become miss South Africa.

For now I wish to stay healthy and

fit. One day when this pandemic is

over I will pick up where I left off.

Camilyn (Photo right)

Photo credit: Tania Allen Photography

Hair/MUA: Salon Elite Reflections

Agency: ACE Models Bloemfontein

I am so excited for this year! New beginnings!

When you have a dream, you've got to grab

it and never let go!

Strive for progress not perfection...believe in

yourself and you will be unstoppable! Each

day is a gift so do what you Love! My goals

are to make a positive difference in my

community and uplift others!

To grow... become a better version of

myself... Inspire people to chase their dreams,

live life to the fullest everyday and spread

love, joy and hope! Our future is in God's

hands!

Octavia (Photo left)

Photo credit : Daisy van Vuuren

Octavia as a girl's name is of Latin origin meaning "eighth". It is a

feminine form of Octavius. It was a clan name of Roman

emperors used often in Victorian times.

Octavia's weight was 2.5kg when she was born and 49cm in

length Octavia is currently 4months old weighing at 5.6kg and

61cm in length.

Octavia has 4 teeth already always happy and
smiling she even smiles immediately after
waking up from a nap. Octavia is now starting
to learn how to sit, she can already roll over
from her back to her side.

When I turn ONE, I want a DONUT GROWN UP party with my very

own cake to SMASH it all up because GIRLS just want to have

FUN!!

Amoney (Photo right)

Amoney Naude is a 19month old girl who

was born premature on 32 weeks, she has

already overcome so many obstacles

that life has thrown her. She is a so

spirited and a real wild child. She is

scared of nothing, she always laughs as if

she has life at the corners of her feet.

She is a gorgeous girl and we have big

plans for her future. We want her to do as

much things as possible, she must know

that anything is possible if you believe in

yourself and you have people that

believe in you. We want her to grow into

a strong woman that knows that she is

special and can go a million miles if she

desires to do so.

Andone (Photo left)

Photo credit: Photo by DJ Photography

February accomplishment planning:

My plans for this year is to get excellent

grades in my home-schooling,

spendi8ng quality time with family and

friends.

I would like to accomplish a start in a

modelling career, dancing or

acrobatics. I really got excited to be

selected for featuring in PPMC

Magazine February Issue.

Deen (Photo right)

Photo credit: Nazneen Bartlett.

I’m a toddler living my best life as what

adults refer to as “ THE TERRIBLE TWO’S “!!!

I love talking , dancing, riding my tricycle,

cooking with mom and most of all,

throwing tantrums. My plans for the year is

to join “ little kickers soccer academy “ ,

which I know will be the perfect way to

ignite my enthusiasm for sports.

This year I hope to accomplish feeding

myself without creating a big mess. I

definitely need to start toilet- training, but

most of all I plan on having lots and lots of

fun and laughter while enjoying my “

Terrible Two’s” to the fullest!!!

Makayla (Photo left)

Modeling school: TMA Models

My goals for 2021 is that , I would like to Excell in

my academic school year and strive for

excellence, think positive and to stay focused

despite the pandemic. I want to Make more time

to read , find time to relax and do the things I love.

I hope to accomplish to represent and advertise

our local clothing stores latest fashion for tweens in

South Africa. Always remember your focus

determines your reality ...George Lucas

Child Models South - Africa
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Photographer: Hannes Danzfuss

Make-up: Rehaldo @rehaldobeauty

Hair: Nolene Matthews @thehairlab_nolene

Agency: 33 and Me Talent Agency



Milan (Photo left)

Photo credit: Colleen Wentzel

Milan is a long waited for gift from God to her family, and

truly treasured. She was scouted as a baby model by

Sparkle designs and shows great potential.

She is a very happy baby, and has the
type of smile that puts a smile on any sad
face. Watch this space!

Mackenzie (Photo left)

Photo credit: Angelique

We want to take a chance in the

modeling industry. We have high

hopes and dreams for our little girl

she will make the perfect model in

anyway.

We will support her every
step of the way!

Levi (Photo right)

Photo credit: Mandy Brits

Levi was a gift after 6 years of

doctors tell Martin (father) and

Mandy (mother) that that we

could not conceive due to

previous complications with a

miscarriage,

He has enough personality for 5

children. Levi is playful and busy

and loves to be out side on bikes or

driving trucks and tractors with his

grandfather.

Our hopes for this year is to get Levi

in to school, he loves to learn new

things and school would be great

from him. We hope he enjoys the

new company of children his age

along with learning to play with

friends and sharing.

Christine (Photo left)

I started modeling at the age of 4

years I have always loved modeling

and pictured myself as one I want to

show other girls of my age and

those who are not in my age that

they don’t have to be conscious

about their look and body.

And this year I want to
continue with modeling
and show my talent.

Jade (Photo right)

Photo credit: Pro Design Photographers

In 2020 I took part in the
Talent America Virtual
competition.

I made the SA National Team and got my

SA Colours both in dancing [1st place

overall in Duet] and Modeling.

I never attended a modeling school

before. This year I will concentrate more

on modeling and will continue my dance

lessons with Leanka Laubscher School of

Dance in Port Elizabeth.

This year I will try my best to
get SA colours again for
dancing and modeling.

Melissa (Photo left)

Photo credit: Wheeler photography

I am a little 7 year old girl with big dreams.

I love doing ballet, modern dance and

doing modeling.

My biggest dream for this year is to be in

our school choir and to be part of our

schools netball team since we did not

have a chance to do that last year in Gr

1. Gr 2 will be my year!

Be bold, be brave and dream big!

Kiara (Photo right)

Photo credit:  Wheeler 

photography

I am a 10 year old girl in Gr 5. I love

running and hip hop. This year I

want to practice real hard to be

the best runner that I can be.

And to be the best hip
hop dancer in my class.
If you can dream it, you
can achieve it.

Chrissy (Photo right)

Photo credit: Danzfuss Photography

Social media: @chrissyjdebeer

I strive every day, every month and every

year to better myself. I make sure that I

learn something new about the

entertainment industry through

workshops and training.

I believe anything is possible
through hard work and
determination.

Izabella (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Marizaan van der

Westhuizen

My name is Izabella Victor. I am 7 years

old and I live in Meyerton. I like dancing,

singing, comedy and acting. I want to

become a model or doctor one day. I

hope that Covid19 will go away soon so

that I can resume all the normal activities I

love.

Ziyanda (Photo left)

Photo credit: Project Ray Photography

Agency: Random modeling agency

I am a fun kind hearted person that

believe I can accomplish anything I set

my mind on. I love modeling and I want to

grow this year in becoming a fashion

model and commercial model. I want to

inspire other kids to chase after they

dreams no matter the circumstances.
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MUA: Michelle Draper

Hair: Chené Dadford-Conradie

Venue: Colloseum Reale Venue, Roodepoort



Ohlotse (Photo left)

Photography: @kileykreationsphotography

Modeling Agency: Limpopo Beauty Modeling Academy -

Polokwane branch

Social media links: Instagram @its_ohlotse , Facebook

page - Ohlotse Modise The Model

Management Agency: LouisB model management

I am the 8 year old Ohlotse Modise,
fashionista at heart with a passion for
helping less fortunate children. I've won
over 15 titles but Queen of the North is my
favourite. I'm currently a Top Model South
Africa Limpopo Flawless, Limpopo beauty
modeling academy junior top model
2020.

Laruchè (Photo left)

I'm an energetic 4 year old
who loves dressing up and
play outdoors. My goal for this
year is to be seen by an
agency and start my
modeling career.

Wihan (Photo right)

Photo credit: Riaan Trosee Photography

Agency: MMM Cape Town

My name is Wihan, I am 8 years old and stay in the friendly city

of Port Elizabeth.

I love tagging along with my sister when doing photo shoots.

Mom always take photos of me to as I am photogenic and

even got signed with MMM.

My passion is trampoline gymnastics, this will be my 3rd year

and I just love it, hard work and dedication will pay off.

FEBRUARY - Well I wont say I love COVID-19
but I love spending time with my family. This
year I want to work hard in school and rugby
and achieve my best in all I do. I want to
give my all in my gymnastics as it gets more
intense. That's me for 2021.

Willem (Photo left)

Photo credit: BN Photography

Agency: Elite model SA Vaal triangle

I love the outdoors and animals. I love sports

and play rugby, cricket and do athletics. My

twin sister and I dance and do modeling work

too. My favorite color is blue. I have not been

a model for a long time and I took part in Del

Arte last year. I enjoy modeling a lot and

enjoy it on the ramp.

Manuella (Photo right)

Manuella is a bubbly little girl who not only is a professional

model and actress but a ballerina and a show Jumper.

The photoshoot was inspired by her love for horses and the

sport of horse riding. She is a fearless little girl who believes

anything is possible. She never gives up and perseveres at

every task

She believes that anything is possible if you believe and

Impossible does not exist in her vocabulary. She has the

most beautiful relationship with her Pony. She spends alot

of time on set, so when it's time to relax, horse-riding is her

escape.

We saw history being made by the American Vise

President Kamla Harris and it has ignited a fire in Manuella

that absolutely anything in possible if you Believe.

She aspires to become a plastic surgeon and the number

one show jumper in the country. Not forgetting her

modelling as it has been the funder of all her activities and

a blessing from above.

Manuellla is full of energy and loves to laugh and have

fun. Her favorite food is peanut butter apples eaten

together, and this little vegetarian loves eating healthy by

choice.

#manuellamagic

Mielan ( Photo left)

Photo credit: Petro Scheepers

Social media: Lejane Photography

I am currently in grade 7 enjoying various

activities such as Modelling, dancing,

drama, athletics, netball and public

speaking. I still manage to balance my

time between these activities, my

academic responsibilities and personal

life.

I am looking forward to 2021 to

successfully complete primary school

and would like to qualify for a bursary

from a renown High school where I can

live out and develop my talents. My

motto in live is :”follow your dreams and

never give up - Barbie”.

La-eeq (Photo left)

My plan for this year is to start my Grade 4

La-eeq is a nine year old boy. He will be

starting Grade 4 and a new school this

year. He is super excited to be going to

"bigger school". He loves gaming, biking,

swimming and karate. He is very sporty

and ambitious. He loves music and

dancing and is always giving mommy a

show. He is charming, intelligent and

inquisitive.

He loves dogs, especially his pets Bella

and Ziggy. His hope for 2021 is to be able

to go to school and participate in sport at

his new school. and also to be healthy

and happy. year at a new school. I am

very excited. I hope to continue playing

sport and stay healthy and happy!

Tuané (Photo right)

Photo credit. Riaan Trosee Photography.

Agency. MMM Cape Town and Sophisticate Models Port

Elizabeth

My name is Tuanè Lotriet I am 10 years old and I stay in the

friendly city of Port Elizabeth. Modeling is my passion I've

been modeling since 2016 and have loved every moment

of it. My moto is to always stay humble and to enjoy every

second.

In my free time I love to take selfies, dance and like any

kid love to tik-tok and watch YouTube.

FEBRUARY - As we start this year not knowing what it will be

like with COVID-19 among us. One thing I know is that I am

grateful to still be alive. I will strive to do my best in

everything I do and set goals for myself to achieve in my

school work, modeling and dance career.

We where given so much time to spend with our loved

ones, embrace every second , life can change in a wink

of an eye. And that’s me, Tuanè Lotriet.
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Facebook: Chanty Martin 

Photographer: John David Filmalter

Make-up: Stephan Venter 

Venue: Redstone Equestrian Estate 



Machiel (Photo left)

Photo Credit – Michal Challa Viljoen – Belle Lumiere

Photography & Design

My name is Machiel Kleynhans from the beautiful city

Centurion. I am currently in Gr5 in Laerskool Bakenkop.

I started my modelling career in 2018 with Yolandi

Rossouw at Glamlight Models after winning the title of

Mr Gauteng Schools with no modelling experience in

2017. Since then in the last 2 years I have achieved

the following titles:

2017

Mr Gauteng Schools

2018

Mr Bakie Tiny

2019

Mr Cansa Best Face

Mr Premier

Mr Face of Gauteng

Mr Tiny Best Model

Mr Tiny Africa

Mr Beach Body

2020

Mr Premier – Overall Male Winner

Mr Pre-Teen Debutant (Mr Gauteng)

Mr Pre-Teen Face of Gauteng

Mr Walk of Fame

Mr Thorn

I also placed 1st and 2nd prince in 7 other pageants

during this time such as Mr Gauteng, Mr Gauteng

Schools, Mr Cansa Gauteng, Mr Royal Valentine and

Mr Gold Glamour.

Modelling has tough me much more than just being

on stage. We have been involved in a number of

charity programs with Autie Yolandi, and I am humble

to be able to assist others in need, including our furry

friends at the SPCA.

My moto in life is that all difficult roads lead to

beautiful destinations. By the grace of our God, let’s

use these opportunities though modelling to make an

impact and good changes in other peoples life’s, let’s

leave a positive change through all we take on.

When starting modelling I was very shy, too scared to

go on stage and completely in my shell, however

modelling has thought me to be confident, to believe

in myself and know that I am good enough no matter

what.

I love being on stage, I will also love to
become a modelling teacher when I
am old enough, to share my love for
modelling.

Lana (Photo right)

Photographer: Hannes Danzfuss @danzfussphotography

Make-up: Rehaldo @rehaldobeauty

Hair: Nolene Matthews @thehairlab_nolene

Location: 33 and Me Talent Agency - Illovo

Agency: 33 and Me Talent Agency

Instagram: @lanalangeveldt

Facebook: Lana Langeveldt

YouTube: Lana Langeveldt

I am a 12-year-old model, dancer, child-actress and

Brand Ambassador.

I started dancing at the age of 7 and I also did Drama

and Public Speaking around the same age. My passion

for modelling only started later when I was about 9 years

old. Strangely enough, modelling is probably the one

thing I really want to pursue.

I’ve been signed with 33 and Me Talent Agency for over

3 years now and it has opened so many doors and

possibilities for me as a young artist.

I participated in many local competitions and was also

privileged enough to participate in America twice.

I was on set in October last year for a new series on

sabc3 called "I am a work of Art". This was the best

experience ever! Keep a lookout for my episode airing

on the 13th of July 2021 at 16:30.

My biggest dream is to one day be an International

Fashion model. I absolutely love Photographic Modelling

and walking the runway.

I hope to inspire other young artists to always challenge

themselves and to know that no matter what age you

are, you can achieve many things if you have a positive

mindset and have the right people surrounding and

supporting you on your journey.

Boaz ( Photo left)

Agency: Africa Models Sa

Photo Credit: Lenzhub photography.

"Boaz is a 6 years old funny, kind and very active boy. He is

passionate about sports in general and soccer in particular. He

loves drums, baking, photoshoots and super Hero's. Further, he

loves learning about Dinosaurs and enjoys making people

laugh. The little man has a saying called greater together and

loves helping people around him especially his little brother

and baby sister.

He is goal oriented and looking forward to one day being on

TV presenting a show on the Kids channels and hopefully this

platform is the gateway to fulfilling his dream. Boaz is in grade

R at Nova Pioneer in Northriding and his favorite subjects

includes maths and creative subjects .

He did his first professional photo shoot when he was 3 years

old and since then always want to do more and see himself in

magazines and doing kids adverts thus, he is available for

commercial modeling and any type of modeling that can help

put him on the market".

For bookings, contact africamodelssa@gmail.com

Alex (Photo right)

Photographer: John Filmalter

MUA: Michelle Draper

Hair: Chené Dadford-Conradie

Venue: Colloseum Reale Venue

She is an avid cross country runner,

gymnast, singer and model. She loves

playing hockey and netball. She has

won various pageant titles.

She has participated in the
World Champions of
Performing Arts in Los
Angeles and has won a
Divisional World Champion
award.

Reuben (Photo right)

He is privileged to be growing up on a

farm with his mom and grandparents.

There, he has a lot of space to ride his

bike which he purchased by baking

and selling cupcakes.

Hence, the bike is called Cupcake!

Besides spending hours on the farm

roads on his bike, he loves shooting with

his pellet gun. He adores anything with

wheels, just like most little boys. He has

recently started with kick boxing and is

enjoying the challenges that come with

the sport.

He does very well academically and

would love to be able to go back to

school again, to see all his friends!
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Photographer: Hannes Danzfuss

Agency: 33 and Me Talent Agency

Instagram: @ivanwlangeveldt

Facebook: Ivan Langeveldt

YouTube: Ivan Langeveldt
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Lizette (Photo left)

Photograph by Helen Photography

My name is Lizette Erasmus and it has always

been a great dream of mine to be apart of the

modeling world. I am really fascinated by the

modeling industry and eager to learn how

everything works.

I am ambitious and humble and don't give up

easily. I have many ideas for my future and

hope modeling can be apart of it. I want to do

great things, if I cannot do great things I shall do

small things in a great way.

I am 1.6m long and have green eyes and long

blonde hair. I am interested in fashion,

swimwear, Glamour and acting etc.. I love new

challenges and are willing to go the extra mile in

things I love to do.

Oratilwe (Photo left)

Oratilwe is a model and an

aspiring fashion designer. She

was a finalist on Ackermans’s

Style Squad 2018 young fashion

designer. She’s a people’s

person. She loves making new

friends.

She also loves taking pictures

and dressing up. She is now in

grade 9. She lives by the words

of the late Tata Nelson Mandela

“ it always seems impossible until

it is done”

Besides modelling and

designing her modelling dresses

she wants to be a tv presenter

or radio personality.

Erin (Photo right)

Photo credit: Rosita Pretorius

Social media: @ertjie5

The things that I want to achieve this

year is to boost my academic

performance and to participate in the

modelling industry.

I always wanted to become a model

from a young age. My goals for the

future is when I matriculate to go study at

the university to become a physiatrist

because I love to help people. I would

also like to do modelling as a part time

job.

Nobuhle (Photo right)

Photo credit: Mholi Photography

Instagram: @buhlee_ram

Facebook: Nonuhle Zandi Ramutsindela

Nobuhle is passionate in modeling and I love

being front of the camera.

I am a Global Ambassador for
Miss teen Tourism Globe 2020
who is going to Philippines in July
this year for Tourism International
pageant.
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Marisela (Photo left)

Facebook: Marisela Soto

Instagram: @marangel7lp

Photo credit: Mitch Holmes

“I am Marisela Soto. I have a great passion for modeling

and I love being in front of the camera. I am currently

modeling for Cecy's Modeling Corp agency and for

individual photographers as well. I am the current Queen

of Latin America Beauty 2019-2020. I enjoy working with

photographers and agencies that have a creative

approach. I bring my energy and passion for modeling to

every project I work on.

“This year 2021 I want to participate in
more fashion shows, have more
publications in magazines and
participate in another beauty pageant. I
am a woman who strives to achieve her
goals”

I want to thank PPMC Magazine for this opportunity and

for promoting all of us who love the world of fashion.

Janco (Photo right)

#dowhatyouloveandlovewhatyoudo

Modelling School: Younique Modelling Academy

Casting Agency: 33 and me Talent Agency

My journey started with Younique Modelling Academy in

2019 and it has been an amazing journey so far. I am

loving every moment of what I do, and I feel I am a hard

worker, ambitious and driven to succeed and will not miss

an opportunity for a photoshoot or to represent my Model

Academy and Talent Agency at a pageant or

competition. Fashion and commercial modelling are

some of my favourites. I always love to dress up and look

good, whether I am at school, in the public, I always want

to look great and presentable.

My dream this year is to be a success in the modelling

and acting industry on a national and international level.

Aim high, work hard and the rest will follow. I was born to

make a difference. I just participated in a historic virtual

International ARTS Talent Showcase and was scouted by:

Joey Hunter IMTA Board member and former President of

Ford Models for the last 30 years, A&R of Americas Got

Talent Mr Nate Butler, Blaze Johnson from The Voice

America, Tyler Perry Studios Casting Director Rhavynn

Drummer and The New York Film Academy to go to

America and represent the African continent at the

largest model and talent convention in New York City.

Follow my journey on

Instagram:@ janco_blignaut

Facebook: @janco.blignaut.18

Msindisi (Photo left)

Photographer: WBMedia

Instagram handles: @faleni_msie

I am Msindisi Faleni, 1.95m tall and I'm originally from

East London. Well 2020 was hectic in all of us, this year

when I'm not working or growing my Business in the

eCommerce Industry, I will be reading more as there

is little to none social life at the moment. I also

planned to do more TV commercials and Extras.

Ayibongwe (Photo left)

Photo credit: VathyM Studios

Here is an upcoming inspired Gospel artist, a rugby

player, a choral Singer, pianist, pageant and most

importantly a fashion model. For year 2021 I'm hoping to

gain more experience in modeling and prepare myself

to contest on Mr South Africa on year 2022. I am looking

forward to become a brand ambassador of one of the

famous brands, and also I would like to be scouted by

agencies around SA.
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Photo credit Donovan Roets Photography

Make-up by Chinique Cosmetics

Instagram: @mable_mahlangu



Agnes (Photo right)

Photo credit: Siyabonga Bulutha

My name is, Agnes Jessica Farrett and

I'm 17 years of age. I'm from the

friendly city known as Port Elizabeth

and it's my fourth year in the modeling

industry.

What I'll like to achieve in modeling is

to be a international model, I find

traveling as a interesting aspect of life

and also to explore and learn about

new things in life.

Jean-Pierre (Photo left)

My name is Jean-Pierre Jansen van Vuuren . I

grew up in Klersdorp North West and I have

background in Fashion Design , Interior Design ,

International Coaching , Judging and Grooming.

I have been a model since 2008 where I started

my Career my very first pageant was Mr Jnr SA

and I placed second runner up. I then went on to

win various titles and make a professional name

for myself as a fulltime paid model at Blaze

Models in Johannesburg. Landing roles in The

Wrong Man season 2 and The Professionals also

staring in a local kyk net series Heidi Hollywood

and having one of my biggest goals Mr World SA

in 2019 placing in the top 10.

Photo credit: Empire Photography

Facebook : Jean-Pierre Jansen van Vuuren

Instagram : Jean_Pierre.Official21

Zelmarí (Photo left)

Photographer: Charlotte Steyl

Instagram: @charlotte_steyl/

Facebook: @charlotte.steyl.14

My name is Zelmarí Louw. I am 19 years

old and have a bubbly bouncy

personality with no filters and live life to

the fullest! I love modeling! In 2015 I

enrolled with Figures Modeling Agency.

This is where I found myself and started

to grow into the strong independent self-

confident woman I am today..

2018 I enrolled with Steele Models,

where I am currently one of their Fresh

Face Model. I absolutely love every

minute on the Runway and in front of a

photographers lens. My biggest dream

is to become a well know Runway and

Photographic Model.
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Eloise (Photo right)

Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

I am Eloise I am a vibrant, brave, Spontaneous

Diligent, honest, creative,
Musical, Fun, caring, open
minded , adaptable, ambitious
lady and also have a passion for
travelling and animals.

Jennifer (Photo left)

Photo credit: Steyn Marais

My plans this year are to be able to change and

help the community conditions, because

together we can change the world by doing one

random act at a time.

What I hope to accomplish is to
help myself improve and be a
positive role model one day for
someone who's looking up on me.

Anje (Photo left)

Photographer: dj_photography

I wish to complete my
matric year without
any complications.

I want to receive good grades

so that I could get a scholarship

to study forensic photography

and then I want my own white

brahman stud.

Strydom (Photo right)

Photo credit: Chane Cilliers photography

Facebook: Strydom Victor (Swaygo)

Instagram: @swaygo_jhb

Hi, I’m Strydom Victor I’m 18 years old and I was raised

in Meyerton, Gauteng. I’ve always dreamed about

becoming a model/actor, but I never really had the

opportunity to do so.

My goal for 2021 is to try and get scouted by a

modeling agency and give my best efforts towards

the possibility and opportunity of a potential modeling

career.

I also want to be the best me I can be and to inspire

others to do the same, thus making the world a better

place, one person at a time. I look forward to what

the new year could bring and I cannot wait to make

the best of every second.

Tshepiso (Photo left)

Photo credit: 3 Waysphotography

Facebook: Tshepiso Hope

Instagram: @Tshepey_hope

My name is Tshepiso Hope Mabuse, 20 years of age

located in Olievenhoutbosch Ext 36, I am a very

passionate model, confident and self motivated, my

motto in life is that every goal begins with a dream

within your power so work hard in silence and let your

success make noise.

In my modeling career I have learned to work with the

best models, designers, coaches, organisers,

photographers and editors, I got to learn a lot, when I

look at 7 years back when I started this line of career It

was really tough as it is said a journey of a thousand

miles begins with one step .

My plans for this year wow where do I even begin, I got

big plans basically I will be entering more pageants,

more fashion shows, more photoshoots and by God

grace my own pageant or fashion show, believe me

this year I want to accomplish a lot again.

I am Financial Management Student at
Tshwane South TVET College I am
hoping that I get an internship so that
by next year I can graduate but in the
meantime I will be scouting for any
opportunity even if it is not in my line of
career. .
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Photo credit: Jamie Jonk - Jamie & co

Make up & Hair: EA Academy

Facebook: @ChanteJoubertMiniMissRSAfinalist2014

Instagram: chante.joubert14



Sally (Photo left)

My Facebook page link is

https://www.facebook.com/sally.gakuo.39

MUA: Sally Wanjiku @brushesbysally

Photography /Concept/Facial art: Rydah The

Royal Maker - CEO The Aftermath Casting and

Modelling Agency

My name is Sally Gakuo, a professional model

with interests in glamour, fashion, catalogue

and print modelling.

Besides that, I am also a graduate clinician

(clinical officer) by profession and that

explains my medical photography.

Faith (Photo left)

Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

My name is Faith van Aswegen. I am 14

years old and am interested in

modelling. I have a huge passion for

acting and simply love being in front of

the camera. I am new to the industry but

I love fashion.

I love having fun and
believe that I attract the
energy I radiate.

Male & Female Models South - Africa

Katya (Photo right)

Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

I am Katya Glockzin, 13 years old and from Mosselbay. For

the last 4 years I have worked as a photo model and I have a

huge passion for acting. I love being infront of the camera. I

mainly shoot fashion and Sport, but also enjoy creative

projects, themed projects, dress up, underwater and with

animals

I am currently modelling for Gemini Models Agency and

individual photographers. Some of my photos were published

in our local news paper, school paper and PPMC Magazines.

I was part of the Brand Power ads on Tv and numerous times

in local stage productions. Drama competitions and did

some public speaking for charity. I bring my passion for

modelling to every project I work on

• Top 10 Finalist in Youth TV

• Wittny'K Hair Studio Commercial photo shoot.

• Gemini Model & Talent Agency Junior Actress 2020

Andrea (Photo left)

Agency: None at the moment, but open to opportunities.

Photo Credit: Angelique Cruickshank

Instagram handle: @_andrea_nisbet_

Goals & Motivation of the model, Andrea Nisbet:

I started modelling about 4 years ago with my mom as my

photographer. She needed a model and I had the time,

and so I’ve gained a lot of experience through her as

she’s been in the industry for about 10 years. It was a safe

environment for me to start my modelling career.

What I plan to keep doing for my modelling career is

gather more experience and build an extensive portfolio.

As a freelance model, I am not too picky about the type

of photoshoot. I do particularly enjoy trade shoots, where I

offer my time in return for a few photographs. This is also

suited to me, considering my busy lifestyle.

I have already accomplished one goal I have set out for

myself this year, and that was to do more outdoor shoots.

My ultimate aim is to use my platform to
create awareness specifically around
conservation of wildlife and resources.

I hope to be able to create a platform large enough to

encourage others to also use their platform to help spread

this awareness and get as many people involved as

possible.

I am generally self-motivated and quite competitive.

Many times, I come across a challenge and won’t leave

until I’ve successfully completed it. I suppose I am also

motivated by my future. I would want my children to see

the animals alive as I have when I was child. Hence, the

conservation of wildlife is a huge motivator to me. If I can

successfully integrate my platform with wildlife

conservationists, I will have achieved my ultimate goal.

In this year, I would like to use every opportunity presented

to me to do some collaborations with a diverse range of

photographers and models alike. I aspire to find people

with similar goals to mine and use what we can to

achieve them.

Siduduzile (Photo right)

Photo credit: Tsetsegraphy

Instagram: @darkdarlings1 Facebook: @siduduzile Ngwenya

Ooh yeah it's Feb a new month in a new year and all I want

this year is everyone to have a positive mind.

I want all the girls out there who think they will not make it in

life because of the mistakes they did ,those who think they

have lost their beauty because they faced teenage

pregnancy and those who are have nothing to do at home

stand up today and try something new like modeling, join the

modelling industry and trust me you will forever be happy.

I know some girls choose not to go for modeling because

they undermine themselves about how they look and walk all

I'm saying is join modeling today and cry no more.

As for myself I have big dreams in
becoming a Face model all I need to do is
to show theses companies of what I am
capable of.

And last I believe good things come to those who wait.....

Godwin (Photo left)

Photo credit: Kcirdul Photography

Social media: Godwin Taweni (facebook and Instagram)

8701 Apparel Ambassador

I'm Godwin Taweni, born on 18th February 2001 in Ritchie

Northern Cape, 19years old and Currently doing his Final Year

in High school matric 2020. Godwin is a Professional Model,

Award winning Author, Pageant Judge, Model Coach, Talent

Scout, MC, Motivational Speaker, Conference Host and

Speaker and a Pageant Director.

Taweni is the founder of Face of Ritchie, Face of Northern

Cape, Godwin Taweni Connections and also of The Taweni

Foundation. Taweni is also a youth Leader and has also made

is appearance on various TV channels, Radio stations and

Magazines.

My motive is To Inspire, To Empower, To build,
To Motivate and to Bring change and Make
a difference amongst our Generation, The
young people. I'm open to be scouted by
Agencies.
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Photo Credit: Leanie Photography 

Makeup: BH Makeup studio

Hair Elite Reflection

Agency: 33andme Talent agency

And MMM



Anneke (Photo left)

Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

2021! Let’s start with not “hope” to accomplish – but I ‘will”

accomplish. 220 was a huge NO-NO and a whole year of new

year’s resolutions were carried over. Now it is actually a lot

easier, because now I can combine all of them and be a lot

more productive.

As a very adventurous person and
somebody who really struggles saying NO to
any questions, I would love to go full out. That
will include everything from cooking, living,
singing, and just to be a great friend.

One of the big challenges and DREAM is to start my own

finishing School. I am thinking and planning this since 2005, no

idea why it never realised, but I believe it is the perfect time

now. My plan is to help and be part of the community and

help women to be BOLD but still Chique in their daily living, I

want to be part of training in etiquette, communication,

respect for elderly and also to have respect for yourself as an

individual in this chaotic but colourful and wonderful word. To

have an opinion, say NO and feel positive about it.

Some other accomplishments would have been to see Alaska,

going to the Butterfly Exit in Mexico, earn a lot of money and

buy myself an island, but that is not realistic or possible, so I will

keep on dreaming about that, in the meanwhile I will be a

great model, a great friend and a great tutor in the good and

lovely thing in this life and make it positive for everybody as far

as possible during the time we are living in NOW in 2021.

Male & Female Models South - Africa

Cadey (Photo right)

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

I am Cadey Saayman. My plans for 2021 is

to be a better version of myself and to

help others make their dreams come true.

I want to love and be loved. I want to be

successful in life.

I love music, dancing and
modeling and hope to
accomplish my goals set for
2021.

Ntsako (Photo right)

Photographer: Soweto Studios

Instagram: @symply_ntsako_

My name is Ntsako Mageza. I am a 16 year old aspiring

model who resides in Johannesburg Gauteng. I am

passionate about Modelling, Acting and Pageants.

I am also a go-getter, I fight till I get what I want, as my

motto is "Success Is A Must". In the future I see myself on

Billboards, Magazines and Television.

For this year I hope to do more shoots and get more

castings and also do a few runways and enter few

pageants.

Atishca (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Zelna Harrison ( www.zelnaharrison.co.za)

Make-up: Penkys Beauty 

Facebook: @atishca.makan

Instagram: @atishcamakan_consulting

Atishca Makan, current Mrs Johannesburg 2021 2nd princess

and winner of Mrs Photogenic Johannesburg 2021 by

Rolemodels Foundation, is 36 years old and from

Johannesburg , South Africa.

As an Emotional Freedom Techniques practitioner, Atishca

helps women develop their courage so that they are not the

person standing in the way of their growth.

Her plans for 2021 includes being present in
every aspect of her life, so that every
moment is experienced by all of her senses.
Life is to be savoured after all.

Susan (Photo right)

Photo credit: Adjetivo Photography

MUA: Annie's Hair and Make Up

Instagram: @bekkie03

Facebook: @sussana.vanwyk

My name is Susan van Wyk. I am 30 years

old. 2020 was a very difficult year for most

of us, if not all. My goal for 2021 is to study

Business & Accounting online, to start my

fitness journey, to pay it forward by helping

others in need, and last but not least- to

become a model.

I would also really appreciate it if I could

get scouted as a model as modelling

recently became more than just taking

pictures, but helped me gain self

confidence.

Jeandré (Photo right)

Photographer: Tanya Taylor

Agency: Studio3

My goal for this year is to pursue one of my

dreams in photography and modeling

helps me pursue it, with every shoot I go to I

learn and ask the photographer questions

to widen my knowledge on the art.

Modeling an photography is an escape of

one's mind, it gives a person a different

perspective on life, seeing things from

another angle and seeing a story as a

whole and not one sided, a photograph

can tell a thousand stories and a model

can express so many emotions , for me

modeling as well as photography is an

outlet a way to express my self.

Louise (Photo left)

Photo credit: Jeanri Photography

Dress: Wedding bells Couture

Instagram: @journeyheartfelt

Facebook: Louise Naude

My name is Louise Naude I'm 28years old. I have stage 4 heart

failure I will be needing a new forever heart but I am a one of

a kind model, I bring life to the table.

I have set on this journey of living life to the fullest and I want to

be the change in this World!! I want to inspire other models to

know size, age and health is what you make it. Have courage,

have self confidence and believe in yourself.

For this year 2021, I plan to do a lot of charity work, I also want

to participate in a local competition that can help in my

ultimate goal of becoming Mrs Mpumalanga and it will assist

with bringing change to the world one pageant at a time. I

want to start a wellness campaign and encourage everyone

to become an organ donor.

Due to lack of organs many people don't get
a second chance in life if I can get my
second chance I will be doing modelling full
time and I would love to learn as much as I
can.
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Photo credit: Empire Photography 

(Jaco Bothma) 



Angelique (Photo left)

Photo credit: Natasha Swanepoel

Photography

This year I would very much like to achieve

my dream of finally owning my own car as I

have been saving up a while now. As well

as to grow as a photography model.

I just love the feeling of seeing yourself

threw someone else's lens, and as I have

been doing it just as a hobby when

someone needs a model, I would very

much like to turn it into a career.

Inspiring normal woman like myself that

anyone can achieve their dreams! That is

the reason why modeling or as I would

prefer photography modeling, is so special

to me! It unites us all threw a lens!

Male & Female Models South - Africa

Etienne (Photo left)

Modelling Agency: Sophisticate models

My name is Etienne Vermaak and my interests are

coding and robotics. I also enjoy off road biking

and gaming, off course. I currently hold the title

Mr. Jnr. Petite Teen SA 2020. I use my title as a

platform to raise funds for my charities which is the

SPCA and Maranatha Streetworkers Trust and also

to spread awareness of anti-bullying.

I love travelling. My favourite country I visited so far

is Mexico City. I love the food vibrant colours and

the friendly atmosphere. Modelling is my passion

and it has helped me a lot with my self-

confidence.

My moto in life is; believe in yourself
and you will achieve greatness.

Thembelihle (Photo right)

Strong, courageous, brave, beautiful young girl by the

name of Thembelihle Hlongwa, 16 years old born from a

small township Folweni in Durban. I am a pageant model,

fashion model etc. I started modelling when I started high

school. I loved modelling wholeheartedly so I indulged

myself in good, heathy and productive activities, I'm a

role model to other.

I'm empowering the voice of young girls, boosting their

Confidence. I want them to know they can succeed

every dream they desire. I want to teach young girls to

stand up for themselves and to know they belong out

there.

As their role model I want them to see their faces reflect in

mine. I want girls to stand and own the space not

forgetting that our power to rule. The power is in our minds

as girls. I want girls to own up the space.

I want girls to know they also belong in every work industry

that are labelled for man. To know that we are no longer

expected to stay in the kitchen but out there owning the

space, working to change our world and how people

think of woman. We are the next generation who are

expected to change the way man think about girls.

We are the future generations.

Michaela (Photo left)

Photo credit: Alex de Bruin Photography 

My goal this year is to
achieve greater mountains
with being a finalist for
opulent models SA.

I am determined to give this year my all to

change not just my future but the future

of others and make all things possible by

making other peoples dreams come true

as how I have been blessed to be

achieving mine.

Asan (Photo left)

Photo credit: Lydia Bomeleni

Facebook: Asan Brown Mahlangu 

Instagram: @AsanModel

Asan Mahlangu a 27 year old model from

small town in Tshwane (Bronkhorstspruit).

My plan this year As a National director

for few international pageants am willing

to work hard and travel the world.

Also praying for Mr And Miss
Tshwane Regions 2021 to be a
success.

Nelmarie (Photo right)

Photo Credit: John David Filmalter

Social Media: @nelmarie_jvr

My plans for 2021 is firstly to finish

my school career as this will be my

matric year, focusing on my

modelling career, some

photogenic competitions, a

pageant or two and enjoying the

2021 year as much as possible and

shine as much as possible positivity

on 2021.

Aldo (Photo right)

Photo credit: Tanya Taylor

Model agency: Studio 3

I started modeling just for fun last year and I

am really enjoying it more and more. Looking

forward to see what this year has to offer. I

must thank Marcelle from Studio 3 who

motivates us all to grow in the modelig world.

I am focusing this year to get my body in the

best shape, work hard and grow as a person.

Queen (Photo left)

Photo credit: G.L Art Photography

Facebook: Queen Puseletso Magongwa

Instagram: @puseletso.q

Queen in an 18 year old joyful and diligent lady born and

bred in the city of Polokwane ,Limpopo province. Her being

an outrageous model has made her want to share with

others, what she loves about modelling and what she hopes

to accomplish this year [2021]. "Since I am dedicated and

determined, I would like to end the prosperous year with at

least 4 titles in my name.

Explore and embrace the potential that I have in whatever

that I can do. What I like about modelling is that I get to

stand in front of a huge number of people without any fear or

doubt. I have built so much positivity through modelling and

that keeps me healthy and stronger. I get to be exposed to

different life skills after interacting with so many different

personalities in the modelling industry.

I'm planning to surmount obstacles that come my way and

accomplish my dream this year, because a sustained look of

control and confidence can give me a mental urge that

results in victory" .
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Photo credit: Khieran Trent

Make-up: MG Creations

Designer: Peter Bondesio



Nicole (Photo left)

Photographer: Nixo Photography

2021 Is the year I start to plan and create

my own clothing line. I have always had a

love for the fashion industry, but during 2020

I developed a love for fashion designing.

What I hope to accomplish in 2021, is my

final modeling graduation.

I have been in the modeling industry for

almost 7 years now and it would make me

extremely proud to finally qualify as a

teacher at Trelique Models International.

Male & Female Models South - Africa

Simoné (Photo left)

Model: Photo credit: QJ Photography

Location: Whispering Treetops

Modelling school: Glamlight Models

I am 15 years of age and from

Centurion. I started modelling classes at

9 years and this year I will be doing my

teacher's exam.

I love being on the ramp as it builds my

confidence. I enjoy photographic

modelling too.

Tshepo (Photo right)

Photo cred: Tshepo focalview

Dressed: The Loft by Malefo.

Instagram: motaung_23

I'm a boy who grew up in a small town of the Free State in

Bethlehem. I'm a public figure in my neighbourhood and I

always got to carry myself in a respectable manner at all

times, even when I'll be facing the difficulties I always have

to held my head high.

My background don't classify me or use it as an excuse I

use it as my building blocks. My mom is blind and she's my

motivation as much as I don't verbally say it my work does.

I always think of her before my shoots.

I'm a go getter, a mover, a climber, a hard worker, most

importantly I'm a High Fashion Modeler who always strive

to get better. My art is my work and my work is my passion,

my career that I want to get far with it.

My aim for this year is to travel via modeling, make

collaborations, move to Cape where I can expand and

explore my career and to get into agency. I'm working to

get featured by bigger brands LV, Dior, Gucci and the

artists Ricky Rick, Thabang Molaba, Pearl Thusi etc.

I got plan A that is to getting my work out there to the

world for people to see magazines, TV, shops, billboards

and for me to get there is what I'm already doing looking

after myself well physically, mentally and spiritually. And my

plan B is to make my PLAN A work.

Isabel (Photo left)

Instagram: @isabel_lily20.3

Photo credit: Minelva Griffin 

Instagram:@Minimgriffin

Hello my name is Isabel Villatoro and I am grateful to be part

of this months' magazine issue. 2020 was difficult for everyone.

I hope 2021 is filled with hope, unity and health for us all.

School is my main priority right now since virtual classes are

harder than we all thought.

I want to continue working on my school work, volunteer

more in my community and see if I can become an

ambassador to a teen pageant to be an example for other

younger kids.

These pictures represent me honoring my Guatemalan

culture in their pageant kid division. It was a great opportunity

to participate and winning was amazing. It allowed me to

keep learning about my culture. As well to be an example to

younger kids of the importance of learning about your

heritage and keeping it alive through generations. I hope to

participate at 17 for the Miss Guatemala division.

Meanwhile, during my Spring break and
Summer I want to work in an animal shelter.
I am hopeful for all of us in the year 2021!
Thank you for this opportunity. (I would like
to be scouted by agencies for modeling
opportunities.)

Chené (Photo right)

Photographer: Nickey Hinde of NHPhotography

Instagram: @roodtchene

Don't treat other's as you want to be treated. I am the 17

year old Chené Roodt and have been in modeling for the

last four years for it is my passion and my dream.

This year I have made a step and have joined Younique

Modeling Academy with coach Cecilia and can't wait to

start my new journey with her team and very excited about it.

My dream is to exceed and achieve bigger
goals in my modeling career and be able
to help those in need of our help.

Don't give up big strong and stand up and
keeping going for what you want to
become.

Please take care and be safe.

Theresa (Photo left)

Photo credit: Frans Kruger (Kruger Photography)

Facebook: Model Theresa Kruger

Instagram: @theresa.kruger557

I have been doing modeling for about 3 years

now and I love every moment of it. It has build

my confidence and self esteem in a lot of ways

and I have met so many great people a long

the way.

For 2021, I would like to inspire a
lot more plus size woman to be
confident in themselves and help
build up their self esteem and
create alot of body positivity.

Siphosethu (Photo left)

Photographer: Buluta Image

I'm fun bubbly person, I love modeling,

acting and dancing.

This year is my first year in high school so my

plans for this year will be to focus,

especially on my studies. As we all know

South Africa is in a bad state because of

this pandemic.. Advising my fellow South

Africans to stay safe and wear their masks

at all time, especially when with friends and

in public spaces.

I would also like to focus more in my

modeling career, maybe enter more

beauty contest this year. Maybe one day

become Miss SA, who knows..
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Photo credit: Donovan Roets Photography

Hair & Make-up: Chané Herholdt

Chinique Cosmetics Makeup Artist & Hairstylist
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Amanda (Photo left)

• (Won Mrs Style Award with this beautiful dress)

• My social media page on FB Amanda van der Westhuizen

Mrs Western-Cape 2nd Princess 2020

My name is Amanda van der Westhuizen, from Brackenfell

,Cape Town. Last year I had the privilege to be part of

RoleModels Non-profit Foundation and was crowned as Mrs

Western-Cape 2nd Princess. Last year I had the opportunity

to meet some incredible people who helped me to Inspire

Hope in the Heart of our Community.

Local businesses sponsored gifts for my Raffles, where I

generated funds to support my community, which included

churches and a children's home. I was part of the Poverty

Sucks Campaign. Poverty Sucks is the opportunity to help pre-

school children from informal settlements to feed and

educate them. I was also part of the 'Because We Can'

project, where we built a Tower of Tins .

Alone we are Smart but together we are Brilliant. With the

funds I got from the Raffles, I bought blankets, toys, food

parcels . Our local butchery sponsored meat for our Soup

Kitchen and also some food and giftpacks for the Children's

home.

My Reward.....Hugs, Smiles, Tears. Absolutely priceless...

Because of the COVID-19 epidemic that stole our Christmas

last year, I decided not to plan ahead, but rather use my

voice for kindness , my ears for compassion. I'm going to use

my hands for charity, my mind for the truth, and my heart for

love.

This year I'm going to turn my stressing into
blessings. Always trust in the Lord and you
can do anything you set your mind to.

Mashila (Photo right)

Photo credit: MV_PICTURES

Facebook: Mashila T Deltah

Instagram: @deltah_shadee55

A fashion model by the name of Deltah Mashila

from Hlengani Nsimbi Village outside Malamulele but

currently at the beautiful city of Johannesburg.

I started modeling when I was 22 years of age in

2018. My beautiful body and walk have made me to

work with many designers so far but my wish is to

walk also for Clavon Leonard, David Tlale, Gert

Johan Coetzee and many more international

designers as I want to be one of the international

top model

I live by the motto that says: Believe in yourself be

sure of what you want never stop dreaming Do not

let any one stop you from doing what you want to

do Be comfortable in your own life.

Charmaine
(Photo right)

Always believe you
can be in successful
in anything you truly
want.

This February I want to help

and let people know that

beauty can be many things

and there is beauty in

imperfection.

Talent plus action equals

success! I believe one day I

will be a high end fashion

model and I will tell my story.

Nothando (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Sabelo Luthuli

Hair & Make-up: Nomfundo Zondo

My name is Nothando Ngcobo, I

am a aspiring Model. I am a free

person who loves being in front of

camera advertising his melanin

body.

I love singing and I also want to get

to Miss Universe one day and other

international platforms and

represent my country RSA. I also

love to be advertiser one day and

being around my community

helping out as much as I can.

Masibulele (Photo left)

Instagram: @m.mndebele 

Photo credit: Given Zulu

I am the 18 year old Masibulele

Mndebele that comes from the small

town called Bethal in the beautiful

province of Mpumalanga.

I would love to be scouted
by agencies because it is
my goal to grow as a
model and be seen.

And I'd really love to achieve being

Miss Mpumalanga 2021.

Mieke (Photo right)

Instagram: @m_vdwalt

Photographer: Chane Smit – Petal & Leaf Photographic

Photographer Instagram: @petalandleaf_photography

Hair & Make-up: Minda van der Walt

Modeling Academy: Oxygen Models

I am the 18 year old Mieke van der Walt, from the beautiful

City of Roodepoort. I am a passionate, patient, caring, quiet

teenager and stands for fairness.

In life there will always be people who will judge you. For this I

had to overcome some difficulties. Life is not always fair.

My motto in life: “Don’t judge a book by its cover” You don’t

know what is the story on the inside of that book!

In 2018 I convinced my mother to start doing modelling and

that was my escape. Walking on a runway in front of judges

and people, give me self-confidence. Mrs Elmarie Nolte from

Oxygen Models, once told me: “Mieke, you are beautiful -

You can do it!”

Some of my modelling achievements:

• Miss Pure Heart 2018 – Directors Choice

• Miss Beauty Queen 2019 – 2nd Princess

• Miss Photographic 2020 – Overall Winner

Photograph is the part of modelling that I love the most. I love

acting in front of the camera.

My inspiration to younger models: “ keep
doing modelling, and be yourself.

Don’t let Teachers, school friends, family
members, or anyone else judge you. You
are beautiful!”



Thomas  
PPMC February 2021
Photo credit: Red Shot Photography 

Social Media: @Just_tommmm 



Male & Female Models South - Africa

Skye & Jan-

Daniel   
PPMC February 2021

Photo Credit: Pieter L. Moolman Photography 

Erin (Photo right)

Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

Now I am learning very much about responsibility. I want to

became a judge and work on making our place a better

and safer place for people.

I think education is really important. It can make you reach

anything you thought you never would. I'm also a drama

queen so if I talk about having a career it must be like a

singer, actress.

PREVIOUSXPERIENCE

• Catwalk training workshop 2018

• Dec 2018 Win theme Act for Gemini Model &Talent

Agency

• CANCA catwalk show for Mr Price clothing and Craze

Creature Boutique 2019

• Catwalk show for 2 Designers clothing in Mossel bay 2018

• April 2019 Win Theme Act for Gemini Model & Talent

Agency

• Gemini Models - Jnr model 2019

• Erika primary school Head girl

• Sing Aanlyn ,Vocal Training with Monique Steyn,

Germandt Geldenhuys and Reynardt Hugo and Theatre

Production where Erin will sing.

• Catwalk show for Deja vu Vintage house 1970 and 1980s

Spring clothing. Sept 2020

Skylah (Photo left)

Photographer: Fat Guy 

Photography 

My name is Skylah Atherstone, I am

18 years old. I am a 2020

matriculant, now that I am done

with school I would like to

concentrate more on my modelling

and would love to be a full time

photogenic model for a fashion

house, I will continue doing charity

work helping the abuse and

neglected animals and also care

for the disabled in our community.

Luke (Photo left)

Photo credit: Michael Love

My plans for this year is to take part in all OMT

Pageants and be crowned Mr. Western

Province.

I would like to start my own
charity where I would encourage
the youth to participate and
engage in sport and exercise to
get them off the streets away from
alcohol, drugs and violence.

Martie (Photo right)

Photographer: Emil Wessels

MUA & Nails: Smartie (Catz Nails & Make-up)

Facebook: Model Martie Fick Instagram: @smartie622

For 2021 I want to get my modeling career up and running

and build my brand HarleyQ Fitness. I'm also busy getting

back into shape for the fitness bodybuilding competitions

this year. I want to go Pro.

Charmaine (Photo right)

Photo credit: Studio 08

I am a very bubbly, energetic

and fierce woman. This year I am

looking forward to completing my

book which I am writing called

"Breathe in, Breathe Out". I am

excited!



Deante  
PPMC February 2021

Photo credit: Stevel Marc

@stevelmarcphotography

Photographer's assistant: @fanusbeetge

Hair and make-up: @keljeans

Stylist: @shante_gainsford

Agency: Ice Models



Inge (Photo left)

Photographer: Charlotte Steyl

Instagram: @charlotte_steyl/

Facebook: @charlotte.steyl.14

https://potographerport.myportfolio.com/

charlotte-steyl-photography

My Name is Inge, I am 22 years old, stay in

Silver Lakes and currently working as a

personal assistant

I am new in Modelling but enjoy it very

much, it relieves me from stress and

provides me with more self-confidence. I

would love to become a professional

model.

Memory (Photo left)

Photo credit: Mike Photography

Agency: Africa Models Sa

Instagram: @Elitachipeta

Corona virus is real. Corona virus has taken the world

by storm with many businesses battling to survive. The

fashion and entertainment industries haven been

spared either. Otherwise the world still remains a

beautiful place despite facing unprecedented

atrocities. We need to stay hopeful and keep pushing.

We know that the health workers are doing their best

to ensure that we are all safe and we in turn need to

heed to all they say so that we keep ourselves safe for

the sake of others we love. Let's protect each. Take

care much love. Memory.

Male & Female Models South - Africa

Chanel (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Charlies Photography

Social Media: @chanellilyrobertson5

I have always been a person that goes with

the flow. I always work hard for what I want,

and I always give my best.

This year I hope to further my
modelling career and to
become the best version of

myself that I can be. My dream
is to one day be a famous
model.

Caide (Photo right)

Photo credit Tanya Taylor

Photography and Art

Agency Studio 3 , Kzn

My plans for this year are to

concentrate on my modeling

and to complete my GED. I

have also found a passion for

Gym and weight lifting.

I intend to work on
that & concentrate
on fitness.

Alyssa (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Nadia Langedyk

photography

Social media: @Alyssa.van.der.merwe

Modeling School: RVT Modeling School, 

Bellville, Cape Town 

My dreams for this year are to
be accepted into an
International pageant in
Turkey, which takes place in
September. Once accepted I
hope to place in the top 3.

Ruan (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Gawie van Der Walt

Agency: Synergy Modelling 

Academy 

I have been doing Modelling

coaching for the past two years with

the renowned Tylor Kotze, Modelling

Director of Synergy Modelling

Academy Male Division in the various

aspects of Modelling, Pageantry

both on Modelling ramp, in front of

the camera and at Fashion Shows. I

am privileged to have an entire

team behind me to achieve and fulfil

my dreams for the future.

Minette (Photo right)

Photo credit @StephanCoetzee

Instagram - @minette_dutoit

Facebook - Minette du Toit

February is my month, because I am starting

at Carlton Hair Academy to study advanced

hair dressing, at the same time building

working experience at a Carlton Hair Salon.

My ultimate goal is to be the
best in what I do, to help others,
and become an absolute
professional stylist .

Tatenda (Photo right)

Photo credit: GJ article photography

I'm looking forward to be part of the

portrait book. I'm a upcoming model and

actress living in Cape Town ,my dream is

to be always on the spotlight influencing

other women to be comfortable in their

own skin, proving that dreams do come

true and to live the dream of being an

international actress.

My plans this year are to work with

different agencies to gain experience ,get

exposure and to be productive in the film

industry.

Shirene (Photo left)

Photo credit: Ollie Olwagen

Facebook - Shirene Scholtz

Instagram - shirene_scholtz

My name is Shirene Scholtz I'm currently the age of 18. I am a

proudly Vogue model and be doing modelling for the past

11years. My plans for 2021 is studying for law. I believe that each

and everyone deserve a chance in everything and anything.

Just as in the modelling industry, that
everyone deserves a fair chance. This year I
want to chase my dreams by doing the very
best I can in every opportunity I can get.

I want too inspire every woman out there to believe in

themselves, love themselves because I believe that women are

the most powerful beings and that we can if we believe in

ourselves and one another.



Bangers and Babes Shoot
Date: 27 March 2021

Venue: Classic Restoration -
Centurion
R1450.00

Package includes:
• 20 commercial beauty edits 

• (2 outfits)
• Make-up
• Venue hire

Contact Michal 079 701 7343



5 Positive Things We Learn From Pageantry 

Many have the impression that 
pageantry is composed of beautiful, 

fit women who are self-absorbed, 
superficial and lack intellect. 

Once you become a part of this world 
you will realize that is far from the 

truth. Admittedly, the girls are 
beautiful; yet, they are also confident, 

intelligent, caring and 
compassionate. Here are a few things 

our staff learned from competing in 
pageantry:

1. Self-confidence

When you first start, like everyone, your self-

confidence is low if not non-existent. Competing in

pageants has allowed my self-confidence to soar

and accomplish far more than I ever thought

possible. In my daughters' case it has allowed them

to finally express who they really are and feel their

dreams are within their reach. If they can interview

with a stranger and talk on stage in front of hundreds

of people then anything is possible! Also for interviews

you learn how to walk into an interview and wow a

potential employer.

2. Wardrobe skills

Interview helps you prepare to dress for a

professional setting and gives you skills on what is

appropriate for such a setting. In addition, you learn

how to create a fashionable wardrobe to look classy

and confident without breaking the bank.

3. Failure

This is a very valuable lesson to learn in life. Great

success is one that comes with the most difficult

journey. One of my mottos is: “it is not worth it unless it

is worth working for.” Yes you might fail, but you have

a choice – be depressed or use it to fuel your

motivation to work harder. When you work to

achieve your goals they are so much more

meaningful. Also, no girl can say she won all of her

pageants the first time. So eat chocolate and move

on. Your work is not finished yet!

4. Video impression

At times you may need to give an impression over

the phone or video chat. Pageant skills can help you

do this and learn to impress in a few minutes. You

only have 2-5 minutes to win the interview. In some

instances that may be the only time you have to win

over an employer. The interview will help you lead

your conversation to communicate what you want

out of life in a brief time period.

5. Adapting to the situation

At times things will not go as planned. You may get

sick, your gown rips or your interview shoe breaks. The

show must go on and you will quickly learn how to

adapt in many situations and keep moving. Problem

solving skills are a part of any pageant and so is

creativity! For those of us who have competed, our

lives have been forever changed in many positive

ways. Some things can be difficult about

competition, but such holds true for any type of

competition.

Very few of us would say we wish we did not do this

or learn the lessons we have from this incredible

experience! Keep learning and growing. Someday

soon you will be exactly who you aspire to be and

another girl will be looking up to you! What positive

things have you learned from pageantry? Tell us

below!

Photographer Ellen Strydom

Ellen Strydom Photography

Ellen Strydom Photography offers professional

photography, in a warm and friendly atmosphere, at

affordable prices.

Whether you are looking for a traditional family

portrait or documenting your child’s milestones, we

have the expertise to capture your memory in a

portrait. Allow us to capture any beautiful moments;

moments of love, laughter, tears and joy, funnies,

moments between loved ones, family, friends and

strangers.

“The Best things in life are the people you love, the

places you’ve seen, and the memories you’ve made

along the way. Sometimes you will never know the

value of a moment until it becomes a memory.

Good times come and go, but the memories will last

forever… Memories are special moments that tell our

story… A picture is worth a thousand words, but the

memories are priceless…”

Ellen Strydom

I am a South African photographer based in Springs,

Gauteng. I grew up with a fond love and fascination

for photography and the beauty of everything and

anything around me.

After a 14 year career I completed my studies with

Intec College in 2007 and received certificates for

Web Page Design, Multimedia and Computer

Graphic Artist.

I also completed a Photography Course with

Pho2fan@ix and completed a Digital Photography

Course in 2010. My dream to complete my diploma

with the Photographic Institute of SA came true in

2016.

I started the diploma course early 2015.

What started off as a hobby became
my life’s passion, and with a camera
in my hand, any dream is possible.

Vision

Through my lens I am able to capture beautiful

moments, moments of love, laughter, tears and joy,

funnies, moments between loved ones, family and

friends and strangers.

Mission

My mission is to give you a true version of your special

day while adding my personal touch.

2021

Plans for the year is to stay positive, and make

awesome memories with my clients. To make a

difference and grow my business even in difficult

times. Never give up, and did I say, stay positive.

Social media:

web.facebook.com/EllenStrydom/SA

Instagram: ellenstrydom

Website: www.esphoto.co.za

082 853 9103 ellen@esphoto.co.za



A Pageant Girl's Guide to Social Media 

We're constantly surrounded with the latest news on

our friends and family. We get so much information

from social media these days. What you post on

your Facebook or Twitter can definitely affect your

future career and opportunities.

But what does it do to your current title? Or perhaps

the one you've been vying for? Well I'm here to lay

down some ground rules for when Pageant Planet

and the Social Media World meet.

Does your system have a social media policy?

If you signed a contract when you won, or when you

competed, did it have a social media clause? A

social media clause could include anything from

promoting the system on your current page or

creating a new page for the public. Be sure to read

your contract carefully and if you have questions,

ask. If you don't have a contract (which is unlikely) or

it doesn't contain anything about social media, ask

your director.

Talk to them about what is okay and is not okay to

post on social media. Because you are representing

their organization for the next year, it's essential that

you uphold the image of the system.

Until you ask, here are some basic rules to follow:

1. If you wouldn't show it to Grandma, your boss or

a judge, don't post it. I know you looked totally

cute that one night you went to the club but

unless it's also a totally appropriate look (I mean

"you wouldn't mind being seen by your grandma

in it" appropriate), probably best to leave it on

your phone and off Instagram.

2. If it has a red solo cup or any alcoholic

beverages, it's a no-go. This is a definite for our

under 21 queens! (A word of advice: there should

NEVER be pictures of you underage drinking.) For

our of age queens, although it's legal, it may give

the wrong image of you. If you have questions,

ask the director.

3. If there's excessive PDA, probably not a great

idea either. Now ladies, I know you may think that

the picture of you and your boyfriend kissing is

adorable. I get it, I have a special someone too.

But think about the little girls who may be looking

up to you or the judges that may be looking at

your Facebook before giving you the title. It's

okay to have your relationship on social media

but keep it classy please.

4. Set your profile so you approve what goes on it.

There's this cool setting on Facebook that let's you

approve what goes on your profile. It will send

you a notification when something has been

posted to your wall or you've been tagged in a

post. You can either approve or deny that post

going to your Facebook wall.

5. Update your security settings. Please, make your

site's private. Not only for the pageant world but,

for your personal safety. There are some scary

people out there and they definitely don't need

to know all of your personal information. Make

your Twitter by request only and your Facebook

private. This also let's you control what's seen by

the public.

6. Always lean towards the conservative side. If

you're not sure about posting it, don't do it. Send

it to your mom or dad and ask their opinion first.

It's always best to have a second set of eyes if

you're unsure. In this new technology-filled age,

we are constantly being evaluated by what we

share with the world. As pageant queens, we

always need to keep our image and our title in

mind when posting things to the internet. Keep

these rules in mind and you'll never commit a

social media faux-pas!

Photographer Shannon Strauss

Shannon Strauss, 36 year old Photographer. I was

born and raised in Sun Valley, Southern Suburbs

Cape town. My early on aspiration was swimming

from primary to high school years, until an

unfortunate accident at 17 years old, resulting in the

end of a sports career. Proudly Holding Boland colors

and Border colors.

Finding new life after sport was a
challenge, one I was ready to take
on. This was the turning point when I
found a love for the arts, from a the
privilege of being published in the
poetry institute of Africa, to attending
Art school leading me to
photography.

I believe if it doesn’t challenge you it wont change

you. After matric I focused on a Sales career and

was lead into property. The inspiration to Coastal

photography derived from the spectacular views of

the Western cape to Eden and Life Style homes,

which I had the privilege in photographing for

international companies print purposes.

This fuelled my love for capturing what was

perfection in Lifestyle and Family. I was a successful

Property Specialist, yet it did not quench my thirst for

creativity. I decided to leave my job and picked up

my camera, pursuing curiosity and building the

business of my dreams. I am proud to first be a mom

of three amazing children and a wife to my inspiring

husband of 13 years. Being a home schooling mother

allows me the freedom to pursue my passions in life

as well as living to inspire the next generation of

creativity. “I aim for my work to be beautiful without

trying too hard.”

Finding artistic ways of capture creative motifs and

raw emotions is my true passion. I am a creator with a

strong base on human emotion and expressive story

telling.

Having built a foundation rooted in color undertones

and worldly terrains, I find the line between standard

photos and creative stories to be a welcoming

challenge.

The most calming to capture for me are dream

landscapes and my latest inspiration is wildlife art. I

specialize in Portrait, Lifestyle and weddings. Though I

am enjoying expanding my passion and vision into

Nature and Wildlife photography. We have all had

our ups and downs especially with Covid-19 putting

the world on pause.

Allowing the silence to open my eyes to inspiration all

around me. In this time I found comfort in seeing the

beauty in life that we would otherwise not see while

running the rat race of life. My personal traits drive

my daily life. I am a very upbeat fun loving person,

driven and willing to take on any challenge head on.

I am overly enthusiastic at times and loyal to a fault.

My perseverance has taught me to never see a limit

to ones capabilities. You will never know what you

can achieve if you do not believe. I have discovered

a confidence and strength in photography, the

world is my oyster. I have finally made my dream of

being a full time photographer a reality.

My business is Called Shannon Strauss 
Photography - Inspiring the world one 

picture at a time.
Facebook 

@ShannonStraussPhotography
Instagram @ShannonStrauss

Email: shannon.strauss5@gmail.com



The Talented Dakota Lee 

Dakota is a young aspiring artist from
the diamond city of Kimberley in the
Northern Cape. Dancing since the
age of 6, dance is her first love. She
also has a love for singing, music and
the Performing Arts.

In 2019 Dakota auditioned for Arts Africa and was

invited to perform at the International Arts Talent

Showcase held at Silverstar Casino, for an

international panel of judges. These judges included

1. Joey Hunter, Former CEO of Ford Models and

IMTA, International Modeling and Talent

Association board member

2. Nate Butler, singer, songwriter and music

producer, A&R for America's Got Talent

3. Blaze Johnson from the Voice, America

4. Rhavynn Drummer, Independent Casting Director

for Tyler Perry Studios. On this international

platform, Dakota was selected to represent SA at

the IMTA in New York City in July 2020.

Unfortunately, due to the current COVID-19

pandemic, Dakota, could not travel to America

in 2020, but is set to take on New York July this

year.

Dakota says that since her audition for Its Arts Africa,

her life has changed in many ways. She has been

presented with opportunities to explore and nurture

other talents such as singing and acting and over the

past year, she says that she has grown so much as a

person and as an aspiring performing artist.

Dakota says that the entertainment industry is really

hard work, but that she loves performing. Despite the

challenges of 2020, she tried hard to remain focused

and continues to train hard with her ballet teacher

Christine Compton as well as with her vocal coach,

Hannah E vocal Academy, spending many hours per

week in both the dance studio and vocal coaching.

She has also attended many hours of training

bootcamps hosted by Director of 33 and Me Talent

Agency , Elsubie Verlinden, where she says that she

has gained valuable industry related knowledge

and experience. Represented by talent agency, 33

and me, Dakota has trained with big names in the

industry such as Dancer, Nathan Muller, Singer,

songwriter and producer Gino Lee from River Road

Records in Port Elizabeth and Tsholo Phiri ,

Presenter/Producer on Expresso Morning Show, SABC

3, to ensure that she is well prepared for the

International competitions she will enter at the IMTA

in New York.

These competitions include dancing, singing, acting,

tv commercial, cold read, print media and screen

tests, to name a few. Dakota and the Its Arts Africa

group who have qualified, are set to leave for New

York in July 2021.

Her goal is to take her talents to an
international stage at the IMTA, for a
global audience to admire, while
using this platform to gain
international training and education
and to use the opportunity and
experience to continue working
towards her dream of establishing
herself as a performing artist.

Contact details: 

Social media: Facebook Page @DakotaLee702

Instagram handle: @dakotalee_702

Agent: 33 and me Talent Agency 

www.33andmetalentagency.co,za

Dance Academy:  Kimberley Dance Academy 

(Christine Compton)

Vocal coach: Hannah Prinsloo, e vocal academy

Agent: 33andme talent Agency

Photo credit: Danzfuss Photography 

The Talented Kyla Vorster
Kyla Vorster is a 16 year old aspiring singer,

actress and model represented by 33 and Me

talent Agency. She was hand picked by Joey

Hunter the Co-founder and President of Ford

Models in New York at the 9th annual

ArtsTalent showcase in Johannesburg to

represent South Africa this July in New York at

the International Modeling & Talent

Association. This has always been her dream

to go to New York and she is determine to

learn everything available at the IMTA to

enhance and grow her talents even more.

She started her modeling career at EModels

Bloemfontein in South Africa with Jeanre Du

Preez just over a year ago and have learned

so much about the industry. She is the Brand

Ambassador for Blush Make-up Artistry and

Beauty Bar in Bloemfontein and also Brand

Ambassador for PPMC Model Magazine and

the face of PPMC.

She has been a finalist for Miss Teen Freestate

Arts Festival 2019 and Miss Teen Bloemshow

2019 and won Overall Debutant, Public

Choise and Best Dressed "Franscois Britten

Designs" award. Kyla also won overall Senior

Face of ZA Pageant and say one of her many

highlights for 2019 was when she won Top

Model South Africa Flawless Freestate. She

was also busy with some branding shoots for

Vileste Couture, Sneaker Inc. And Indian

Maharadja SA Hockey Gear.

She is a confident, determined young lady

that is always ready for new challenges. You

can follow her modeling journey on Instagram

@kylavorster.model or contact her agency

33andme Talent Agency

Photo Credit: Leanie Photography 

Agency: 33andme Talent agency

And MMM



Denzil Pillay Designs
My name is Denzil Pillay, I was born and bread in

Kimberley but moved to Cape Town in 2009. I started

fashion Design in 2017 where I took part in a fashion show

called winter wonderland at that time I didn't know much

about the industry, I fell inlove with it and never looked

back.

As a self taught make-up artist and Fashion Designer there

were a lot of challenges along the way but I always

believed when one door closes another will open.

I have done over 8 fashion shows giving aspiring models a

chance to break trough and make a name for themselves

within the fashion industry.

My biggest achievement is winning the
award for Best Fashion Designer at the
Northern Cape Awards.

During the pandemic I have been busy
showcasing my work on various platforms
to keep my business going.

My message to everyone out there is, if you have a dream

and passion for something go for it only you can make it

happen as from my experiences I have went through so

many challenges but I always seem to see a way forward,

trust in your abilities and dream big.

Designer- Denzil Pillay

Photography - ldamanagement

Creative director - CJ Jackson

Male model - Yamkela Botha

Females - Delmarie Dominick

Kelly Anne Jonathan

Otiwia Papiyana

Chocoo Slim
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Make-up Artist Lindsey York-Robberts

Tell us a little about you! Who you are, where you are

from, etc!

My name is Lindsey York-Robberts, originally from

Gauteng, but moved back and forth between

Gauteng and Limpopo, and have now settled with

my family in Limpopo.

Where are you located and what services do you

offer?

I am located in Mokopane in the Limpopo Province, I

designs stunning bridal, evening, pageant and

Fantasy wear. We also specialize in Hairstyling and

Makeup.

How did you get started?

I have always wanted to design from as young as I

can remember, I used to doodle dress designs on

any piece of loose paper I could find, but as I

became older I was pushed into other career

avenues.

It was when I was planning my own wedding in 2015

when I again unlocked my passion for designing and

a Month after our wedding, Jan 2016 decided to

take the leap and start doing what I loved and to

make a career out of it I have never looked back

since. I have added Hairstyling and Makeup to my

talent portfolio in 2017.

You have an incredible career – what have been

your highlights?

I love every single job I execute, but one in particular

that made me feel absolutely proud was my Water

fairy outfit I designed for a large pageant in

Polokwane that won best in show that night. I was

super proud, I spent months making that outfit.

Another proud moment was when the model I made

outfits for won Top Model SA Limpopo division.

What has been the biggest challenge of your career?

My biggest challenge has been to work on my social

skills while working with people, I am an introvert and

this line of business has made me come out of my

shell and help me evolve in so many ways.

Where do you get your inspiration from?

I love everything about nature and Fantasy and most

of my inspiration is rooted from those aspects.

What is Beauty?

Beauty to me is confidence, self-love, and being

comfortable in your own skin.

What is your favorite celebrity makeup look and

why? ...

I loved Marilyn Monroe style of makeup, it was Suttle

and natural, it just highlighted her own beauty.

Can you give us any insight into your creative

process and how you conceptualise a look?

Firstly I like to get to know my customer and find an

idea we both love and agree on, and from there I

bring the dream to life, I am passionate about every

creation, and my top priority is to make sure my

customer feels the same way about their outfit.

Are you actually friends with any of your clients?

Who’s in your “squad”?

No, I am very professional at all times, I personally feel

that developing a friendship with a customer creates

room for upset, as they would not feel comfortable

expressing their true feelings should they want to

change any aspect of a design.

Who is your style icon?

Angelina Jolie, she is both fierce and angelic, and

she can pull both looks off with perfection.

What was the biggest risk you’ve ever taken?

Quitting my permanent job and starting my own

business.

What, in your opinion, is the most important quality in

a Makeup Artist?

To be able to connect with your clients wants and to

be able to use the makeup to bring out their own

beauty and not to overpower it with the makeup.

How do you stay abreast of the latest beauty trends?

I do not follow beauty trends at all, everyone has

different tastes, I love tapping into everyone's

personal likes and dislikes, and making their personal

preferences work for them. Making old trends look

trendy again is what I love to do.

What three makeup item should no woman leave

home without?

Maskara, moisturizer and lip stick.

What is the most important beauty advice that you

can give to women?

Take care of your skin, less is more.

If you woke up tomorrow and gained any one ability

or quality, what would you want it to be?

The ability to do magic! Hahaha

Where do you see yourself in the next 5 years?

My biggest wish is to have my designs on the runway

at New York Fashion week, that is what I am working

towards.

What is your idea of happiness and success?

My idea of happiness is having a happy home and

family live, if life at home is taken care of and

everyone is happy, then success will always follow

you. I have a wonderful supportive husband and he

is the root of my success.

If you could visit any place in the world where would

you go? Why?

China, most of my designs are made in Suzhou, and I

would love to meet everyone in person that are

involved in making my designs come to life.

If you could change one thing in the world, what

would it be?

To make sure that all orphaned children go to bed

with a full tummy and feel loved.

Have you ever been bullied? If so, how did you

handle it?

Yes, all my life by friends and family, I used it as my

motivation to make a success of everything I do, to

prove to them I am strong and I never let them pull

me down.

What keeps you motivated?

My husband and children, they believe in me whole

heartedly.

What are your future goals, dreams and plans?

To be recognized internationally.

Do you have a hidden talent?

Yes, I am a pretty good singer.

Do you have any advice you would like to give to

other?

No matter who tries to tear you down, rise above it,

believe in yourself, surround yourself with people who

believe in you, and follow your dreams.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

· Facebook: Sparkle design and events

· Email: sparkledesignsandevents@gmail.com

· WhatsApp: 0794944418
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